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Abstract. X-ray radiation from energetic electrons is the prime diagnostics of flare-
accelerated electrons. The observed X-ray flux (and polarization state) is fundamentally a
convolution of the cross-section for the hard X-ray emission process(es) in question with the
electron distribution function, which is in turn a function of energy, direction, spatial loca-
tion and time. To address the problems of particle propagation and acceleration one needs
to infer as much information as possible on this electron distribution function, through
a deconvolution of this fundamental relationship. This review presents recent progress
toward this goal using spectroscopic, imaging and polarization measurements, primarily
from the Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI). Previous conclusions
regarding the energy, angular (pitch angle) and spatial distributions of energetic electrons
in solar flares are critically reviewed. We discuss the role and the observational evidence
of several radiation processes: free-free electron-ion, free-free electron-electron, free-bound
electron-ion bremsstrahlung, photoelectric absorption and Compton back-scatter (albedo),
using both spectroscopic and imaging techniques. This unprecedented quality of data
allows for the first time inference of the angular distributions of the X-ray-emitting
electrons using albedo, improved model-independent inference of electron energy spectra
and emission measures of thermal plasma. Moreover, imaging spectroscopy has revealed
hitherto unknown details of solar flare morphology and detailed spectroscopy of coronal,
footpoint and extended sources in flaring regions. Additional attempts to measure hard
X-ray polarization were not sufficient to put constraints on the degree of anisotropy of
electrons, but point to the importance of obtaining good quality polarization data.
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Deducing electron properties 3

1. INTRODUCTION

X-ray emission, because it is produced promptly in an optically thin envi-
ronment, is one of the most direct methods with which to study energetic
electrons in solar flares. Such remote radiation measurements are generally
functions of photon energy ε, direction Ω, and time t. A common description
of incoherent and partially polarized X-ray radiation typical of solar flares
is in terms of its photon intensity I(ε,Ω, t) (photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1 keV−1;
CGS units are used throughout the paper) and the fractional degree and
orientation of linear polarization (P,Ψ). The emergent photon intensity is
the number of photons dN that escape from the source in the time interval t
to t+ dt in the energy range ε to ε+ dε, from a solar source with a direction
and angular size defined by the elementary cone dΩ, oriented with respect
to the normal of the detector of area dS:

dN = I(ε,Ω, t) dεdS dΩdt. (1)

In other words, the intensity is the number of photons emitted by a unit
solid angle source (sr) on the Sun and received in a unit of time (1 s) in a
unit of energy band (1 keV) by a unit detector area (1 cm2) at the Earth.

For optically-thin radiation, the emergent intensity of the radiation is
simply a linear convolution of the cross-section for the pertinent emission
process and the electron phase-space distribution function fe(v, r, t) (elec-
trons cm−3 [cm s−1]−3), or equivalently the particle flux F (E,Ω′, r, t) (elec-
trons cm−2 s−1 sr −2 keV−1), differential in energy E, and velocity solid
angle Ω′. Since dE = mev dv in non-relativistic regime, it follows that
F (E,Ω′, r, t) = v2fe(v, r, t)/me, where me (g) is the electron mass.

For an elementary bremsstrahlung source of ambient plasma density n(r),
located at position r on the Sun, along the line of sight Ω, which is sub-
jected to an electron flux spectrum F (E,Ω′, r, t), the emergent photon flux
spectrum at distance R is the convolution

I(ε,Ω, t) =

∫

`

∫

Ω′

∫ ∞

ε
n(r)F (E,Ω′, r, t)Q(Ω,Ω′, ε, E) dE dΩ′ d`, (2)

where ` is the distance along the line of sight,Q(Ω,Ω′, ε, E) (cm2 keV−1 sr−1)
is the cross section for the pertinent hard X-ray emission process(es), dif-
ferential in ε and Ω. The dominant hard X-ray emission process in solar
flares is bremsstrahlung radiation associated with electron deceleration in
the Coulomb field of an ion or other electron. For this process, the angular

dependence of Q depends only on the angle θ′ = Ω̂′Ω between the incoming
electron Ω′ and the emitted photon Ω directions, so that Q = Q(ε, E, θ′).

To deduce the physical properties of energetic particles in solar flares from
observed hard X-ray quantities, the electron flux spectrum F (E, r,Ω′, t)
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4 KONTAR ET AL.

must be deconvolved from the emission cross-section Q(ε, E, θ′) in this in-
tegral. Although the relation between the observable quantity I(ε,Ω, t) and
the physical electron flux F (E, r,Ω′, t) is linear, it is still nontrivial and the
deconvolution requires some rather insightful techniques. This fundamental
problem and the progress toward the solution of the problem using spec-
troscopic, imaging and polarization measurements from the Ramaty High
Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI, Lin et al., 2002) are addressed
in this review.

In Section 2 we review the physical processes leading to X-ray emission
in solar flares including free-free electron-ion bremsstrahlung (Section 2.1),
free-bound electron-ion emission (Section 2.2), and free-free electron-electron
bremsstrahlung (Section 2.3). This review, however, does not discuss bound-
bound transitions, while the emission due to energetic ions such as nu-
clear gamma-ray lines, ion gamma-ray continuum and pseudo-continuum
is discussed in (Vilmer et al., 2010).

Since the emission mechanisms are well established hard X-rays are of-
ten viewed as one of the most direct (i.e., least affected by propagation
effects) diagnostics of solar flare electrons. However, it must not be for-
gotten that downward-propagating X-ray photons are effectively scattered
toward the observer by electrons in the dense layers of the solar atmosphere,
thereby complicating the diagnostic potential of hard X-ray radiation. Sec-
tion 3 reviews spectroscopic and imaging techniques to infer this Compton
backscattered (albedo) component. Progress in the deduction of primary,
i.e., flare emitted, and photospherically-reflected X-rays from the observed
spectrum, is discussed.

Section 4 presents an overview of the results obtained using purely spec-
troscopic data (i.e., data integrated over the source volume). Both forward
fitting and regularized inversion techniques to deduce the energy dependence
of the mean source electron flux spectrum F̄ (E) (averaged over volume and
solid angle) are reviewed. Properties of the electron flux distribution, devia-
tions from power-law forms, low-energy cutoffs and interpretation in terms
of a thermal source are discussed.

Section 5 provides methods and results for the case of an anisotropic angu-
lar distribution F̄ (E,Ω) of electrons. The role of X-ray Compton scattering
in the solar atmosphere (solar albedo) in deducing this angular distribution is
discussed. Recent RHESSI polarization measurements and their implications
for electron anisotropy are also reviewed.

Section 6 focuses on the spatial structure F (E, r) of the electron flux,
using imaging spectroscopy observations from RHESSI. Recently-developed,
visibility-based techniques to optimize the inference of electron maps are
discussed. Section 7 highlights the major finding from RHESSI and discusses
the open questions.
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Deducing electron properties 5

The role of these results in the context of multi-wavelength observations
of solar flares is discussed by Fletcher et al. (2010). The implications of these
findings for electron transport, radio emission, and acceleration models are
discussed by Holman et al. (2010), White et al. (2010), and Zharkova et al.
(2010) respectively.

2. X-RAY EMISSION PROCESSES AND ENERGETIC
ELECTRONS

When energetic electrons are deflected in close encounters with ambient
particles (both electrons and ions), a bremsstrahlung (literally, “braking
radiation”) photon is produced. As stated in Section 1, the cross-section
Q(ε, E, θ′) for electron-ion free-free bremsstrahlung is a function of the emit-
ted photon energy ε, the pre-collision electron energy E, and the angle θ′
between the direction of the pre-collision electron and the outgoing photon
(see, e.g., Koch and Motz, 1959). For simplicity we often consider only the
solid-angle-integrated form of the cross-section Q(ε, E) (and the correspond-
ing scalar electron flux F [E, r, t]); however, it must be remarked that the
effects of the angular dependence of the cross-section can, for highly-beamed
electron distributions, be quite significant, leading to substantial differences
in the number of electrons required to produce a given hard X-ray flux– see
Section 5.

The photons of energy from a few keV to a few hundred keV under
consideration are mostly produced by collisional electron-ion bremsstrahlung
in the solar atmosphere. Bremsstrahlung emission from energetic electrons is
more efficient than inverse Compton scattering or synchrotron emission from
the same electron population (Korchak, 1967). The responsible electrons
have kinetic energies E up to a few hundreds keV, and so will collisionally
stop within a column density N ∼ E2/6πe4Λ ∼ 1017E2∼< 1021 cm−2, where
e (esu) is the electronic charge and Λ the Coulomb logarithm (e.g., Em-
slie, 1978). Thus, the column density in the solar coronal loop of density
1010 cm−2 and length 109 cm is 1019 cm−2 and stops electrons up to
∼ 10 keV, while the upper chromosphere with the typical column densities
1020-1022 cm−2 can stop electrons with the energies 10 − 300 keV. The
cross-section for scattering of the emitted photons is of the order of the
Compton cross-section σC ∼ πr2o ∼ 2 × 10−25 cm2, where ro = e2/mec

2 is
the classical electron radius, so that the optical depth τ = N σC ∼ 10−4 and
there is negligible self-absorption in the source, i.e., the source is optically
thin. In Section 3, we shall address the issue of so-called “albedo” photons
– photons that are emitted downward toward the solar photosphere, which
is optically thick and subsequently backscattered toward the observer. For
now, we consider only “primary” photons, i.e., those initially directed toward
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6 KONTAR ET AL.

the observer. Integrating the photon intensity I(ε,Ω) over the solid angle
subtended by the source of area A, dΩ = dA/R2 and making the volume
element substitution dΩ d` = d3r/R2, the fundamental equation (2) shows
that the observed bremsstrahlung flux (at time t; hereafter understood) at
the Earth (photons s−1 keV−1 cm−2 of detector area) is

I(ε) =
1

4πR2

∫ ∞

ε

∫

V
n(r)F (E, r)Q(ε, E) dE d3r, (3)

where the second integral is taken over the source volume V .

2.1. Electron-ion bremsstrahlung

For electron-ion bremsstrahlung, the full form of the cross-section Q(ε, E) is
given by formula 3BN of Koch and Motz (1959). Numerical computations
may be facilitated by use of the simplified form published by Haug (1997).
A frequently-used analytic approximation to the cross-section Q(ε, E) is the
Kramers form

Q(ε, E) = Z2 σo
εE

, (4)

where σo = (8α/3) (mec
2) r2o = 7.9 × 10−25 cm2 keV. Here α ' 1/137 is

the fine structure constant, me is the electron mass, Z is the mean ion
charge, c is the speed of light. A more accurate analytic form, valid in the
non-relativistic limit, is the Bethe-Heitler form

Q(ε, E) = Z2 σo
εE

ln
1 +

√
1− ε/E

1−
√
1− ε/E

. (5)

For purely spectral observations, a spatially-integrated form of the basic
equation (3) is appropriate. In this case, we can write (e.g. Brown, 1971)

I(ε) =
1

4πR2

∫ ∞

ε
[nV F (E)]Q(ε, E) dE, (6)

where n = (1/V )
∫
V n(r) d3r and F (E) = (1/nV )

∫
V n(r)F (E, r) d3r. The

quantity F (E) (electrons cm−2 s−1 keV−1) is termed the mean electron flux
spectrum (Brown et al., 2003); it has also been termed the “X-ray emitting
electron spectrum” by Johns and Lin (1992a,b). Since the quantity nV (the
number of target particles in the emitting volume) is dimensionless, the
units of the quantity [nV F (E)] are the same as those for electron flux,
viz. electrons cm−2 s−1 keV−1. For large events, typical values of F (E) and
[nV F (E)] at a representative energy E ' 20 keV are of order 1018 and
1055, respectively.

The inference of [nV F (E)] corresponding to an observed I(ε) may be
accomplished in several ways, which are described in detail later in this
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Deducing electron properties 7

chapter. A review of the different degrees of effectiveness of these techniques
in discerning the overall magnitude of, overall spectral shape of, and form
of “local” features in F (E) has been presented by Brown et al. (2006).

It is of crucial importance to note that the quantity [nV F (E)] is the only
quantity that can be inferred unambiguously (i.e., without additional model
assumptions) from the source-integrated bremsstrahlung emission I(ε). Use
of equation (6) to obtain [nV F (E)] for a given I(ε) is therefore a fundamen-
tal issue in the interpretation of solar hard X-ray spectra. Once [nV F (E)]
has been determined, the actual magnitude of F (E) depends on the values1

of n and V .
As an example of the use of the mean source electron spectrum to deter-

mine physical properties of solar flares, let us consider the inference of the
accelerated electron flux spectrum F0(E0). The bremsstrahlung yield, the
number of bremsstrahlung photons emitted between ε and ε + dε from an
electron of initial energy E0 in a plasma of density n(r), may be written

ν(ε, E0) =

∫ E0

ε

n(r)Q(ε, E) v(E) dE

|dE/dt| , (7)

where dE/dt is the energy loss rate (here assumed a function of E only). For
energy losses in a cold target due to binary collisions with the background
electrons (radiation energy losses are much less and can be ignored), dE/dt =
−(K/E)n(r) v(E), where K = 2πe4 Λ = 2.6 × 10−18 cm2 keV2 (Emslie,
1978), and so the total observed flux from an injected distribution with
energy spectrum F0(E0) (electrons cm

−2 s−1 keV−1) is

I(ε) =
A

4πR2

∫ ∞

E0=ε
F0(E0) ν(ε, E0) dE0 =

=
A

4πR2

1

K

∫ ∞

E0=ε
F0(E0) dE0

∫ E0

E=ε
EQ(ε, E) dE, (8)

where A (cm2) is the area of the flare. Reversing the order of integration
in (8) gives

I(ε) =
A

4πR2

1

K

∫ ∞

E=ε
EQ(ε, E) dE

∫ ∞

E0=E
F0(E0) dE0, (9)

and comparing this with the fundamental equation (6) yields the result

nV F (E) =
A

K
E

∫ ∞

E0=E
F0(E0) dE0. (10)

1 The astute reader will note that as the source volume V → ∞, the value of F (E) → 0.
This formal difficulty may be removed in practice by the truncation of the emission volume
V at some reasonable upper limit.
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8 KONTAR ET AL.

From this it follows straightforwardly that

AF0(E0) = −K
d

dE

(
nV F (E)

E

)

E=E0

, (11)

permitting the determination of the quantityAF0(E0) (electrons s
−1 keV−1);

this quantity represents the rate of injection of electrons per unit energy (e.g.,
Holman et al., 2003). Clearly F0(E0) is a nonnegative function, and so equa-
tion (11) constrains F (E) to either be a decreasing function of E or, at worst,
a function that increases more slowly than E. As we shall see below, certain
recovered forms of [nV F (E)] (e.g., Piana et al., 2003) can have difficulty
satisfying this constraint; however it is also shown that such difficulties may
be removed if the effects of photospherically-backscattered (albedo) photons
(e.g., Kontar et al., 2006) are taken into account in equation (6).

2.2. Free-bound emission

In fitting or inferring mean source electron flux spectra F (E), free-bound
recombination emission by nonthermal electrons had always been neglected
compared with free-free electron-ion bremsstrahlung following Korchak (e.g.
1967) and Landini et al. (1973). For hot plasma hard X-ray sources (coronal
or in soft X-ray footpoints) this is inconsistent with inclusion of recom-
bination as significant for thermal electrons of similar energies in thermal
spectrum modeling - e.g. (Culhane, 1969; Culhane and Acton, 1970). Of
importance also is the fact that the estimated coronal abundance AZ for Fe
is now much higher than in Landini et al. (e.g. 1973). The recombination
emission rate ∝ Z4AZ for hydrogenic ions of charge Ze and abundance AZ

with AZZ
4 ≈ 1 for H and ≈ 40 for Fe 26+ . Brown et al. (2009a, 2010) have

therefore re-examined the importance of nonthermal electron recombination.
In the hydrogenic Kramers approximation, the free-bound emission rate

from a plasma of proton density np and volume V from nonthermal electrons
with mean source electron spectrum F̄ (E) is given by (Brown et al., 2009a,
2010)

JR(ε) ≈ 32π

3
√
3α

r2eχ
2

ε
np V

∑

Zeff

∑

n≥nmin

pn
n3

Z4
eff AZeff

F̄ (ε− Z2
eff χ/n2)

ε− Z2
eff χ/n2

, (12)

where χ = 13.6 eV is the H ionization potential, Zeff the effective charge on
the ion, re the classical electron radius and α the fine-structure constant. n
is the principal quantum number of the empty shell into which the electron
recombines and pn is a ‘vacancy factor’ which takes into account the ratio
of available to total states in that shell. [Note that Equation (12) applies for
ε ≥ Ec+Z2

eff χ/n2; for ε < Ec+Z2
eff χ/n2, JR(ε) = 0.] Since the recombination

cross-section falls off as 1/n3, it is adequate to take n = nmin, the value for
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Figure 1. The thin-target (including both thermal and non-thermal) electron (left) and
photon (right) spectra for 2 different plasma temperatures 20 MK (top) and 30 MK
(bottom). Electron nonthermal spectra for various values of low energy cutoff Ec and
electron spectral index δ: Ec = 1 keV and δ = 2 - blue and dashed; Ec = 10 keV and
δ = 5 - black and solid; The corresponding photon spectra: blue solid line for δ = 2,
Ec = 1 keV with free-bound emission; green dashed line for δ = 2, Ec = 1 keV without
free-bound emission; black solid line for δ = 5, Ec = 10 keV with free-bound; red dashed
for δ = 5, Ec = 10 keV without free-bound.

the first empty n-shell. A key feature of free-bound emission, unlike free-
free, is that for any specific shell, each electron energy value E maps to a
unique photon energy value ε so that JR(ε) is a much more direct reflection
of F (E) than is the bremsstrahlung JB(ε) convolution of F (E), the former
preserving features in F (E).

Comparing Equation(12) with the corresponding Kramers free-free ex-
pression, Brown and Mallik (2008, 2009) concluded that nonthermal free-
bound emission is negligible in cold sources but that in hot plasmas (T ≈
10 − 30 MK) such as coronal sources and in the soft X-ray element of
footpoint sources, can dominate for steep spectra and low cut-off energies
(Figure 1). Subsequently 2 recognized a serious error in the Brown and
Mallik (2008, 2009) through use of incorrect nmin in their Equation (13)

2 presentation by J.C. Brown at 9th RHESSI Workshop, Genova, Italy, (see also Brown
et al., 2009a, 2010) corrects free-bound emission estimates by Brown and Mallik (2008,
2009)
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10 KONTAR ET AL.

(i.e., Equation [12] above) correcting which reduces substantially both the
magnitude of the cross-section and the energy shift ε − E involved in re-
combination. In the amended results (Brown et al., 2009a, 2010) JR(ε) is
never dominant, even for for hot sources, but can account for up to ∼ 30%
of the flux JB(ε) + JR(ε) in the range ∼ 10 − 30keV for the non-thermal
component dominating thermal as shown in Figure (1). For such hot sources,
the free-bound emission could be comparable with such effects as albedo
and differences in bremsstrahlung cross section used, and could be used to
diagnose the sharp features in F (E) from J(ε). Even more important is the
fact that JR(ε) adds edges to the total J(ε) with the result that, in data with
good signal to noise ratio, inversion (essentially differentiation) of data J(ε)
to yield F (E) based on bremsstrahlung alone (essentially differentiation of
J) could result in spurious features in F (E) just as happens when albedo is
ignored.

2.3. Electron-electron bremsstrahlung

Energetic electrons propagating in the solar atmosphere encounter ions and
electrons (both free and bound) and hence can produce X-ray emission via
both electron-ion and electron-electron bremsstrahlung.

When the maximum electron energy is much larger than the photon en-
ergies under consideration, the photon spectrum resulting from a power-law
spectrum of electrons F (E) ∼ E−δ is also close to power-law form I(ε) ∼ ε−γ

(Haug, 1989). However, while for pure electron-ion bremsstrahlung γ ' δ+1,
for pure electron-electron bremsstrahlung a significantly shallower photon
spectrum, with γ ' δ, results. Thus, the importance of the electron-electron
bremsstrahlung contribution increases with photon energy and the enhanced
emission per electron leads to a flattening of the photon spectrum I(ε) above
∼ 300 keV produced by a given F (E) (Haug, 1975) or, equivalently, a steep-
ening of the F (E) form required to produce a given I(ε). Kontar et al. (2007)
provide a discussion of the essential differences between electron-electron and
electron-ion bremsstrahlung processes. We here provide a succinct summary
of that discussion and note that the properties of electrons with the energies
above ∼ 400 keV are also crucial for ion diagnostics (Vilmer et al., 2010)
and radio emission (White et al., 2010).

As is well known (Koch and Motz, 1959), the cross-section for electron-
ion bremsstrahlung scales as Z2. Further, when considering electron-electron
bremsstrahlung, the possible binding of target electrons to their host ions in
a neutral or partially-ionized medium is not significant. Hence, in a quasi-
neutral target of particles with atomic number Z, the bremsstrahlung cross-
section per atom for emission of a photon of energy ε by an electron of energy
E is in general equal to

Q(ε, E) = Z2Qe−p(ε, E) + ZQe−e(ε, E), (13)
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Deducing electron properties 11

were Qe−p(ε, E) and Qe−e(ε, E) are the cross-sections, in the laboratory
frame, for electron-proton, and electron-electron bremsstrahlung, given by
Koch and Motz (1959) and Haug (1989), respectively3. It is also important
to note that while the electron-ion cross-section is finite for all ε < E, the
cross-section for electron-electron bremsstrahlung vanishes above a max-
imum photon energy, due to the necessarily finite energy carried by the
recoiling target electron (Haug, 1975; Kontar et al., 2007). For highly non-
relativistic electrons (E ¿ mec

2), εmax → E/2; only for highly relativistic
electrons (E À mec

2) can εmax → E (see Figure 2). As discussed by Kontar
et al. (2007), this result has important implications for the form of the
photon spectrum produced by electron-electron bremsstrahlung.

Figure 2. Maximum photon energy εmax produced by electron-electron bremsstrahlung,
expressed as a fraction of the incident electron energy E (in units of the electron rest mass
mc2), for various values of θ, the angle between the incoming electron and the outgoing
photon trajectories. For clarity, only curves for θ = 0◦, 60◦, 120◦, and 180◦ are labelled;
the curves for θ = 30◦, 90◦ and 150◦ lie between these (after Kontar et al., 2007).

In Section 4 we discuss the application to the recovery of the electron
spectrum at pertinent (mildly-relativistic) energies.

3. PRIMARY AND COMPTON BACK-SCATTERED X-RAYS

As discussed in Section 2, the atmosphere above the X-ray bremsstrahlung
producing region is optically thin. However, the very dense lower photo-
spheric layers below the primary source are not. Consequently, photons
emitted downwards are efficiently Compton backscattered by atomic elec-
trons in the photosphere. The observed hard X-ray (HXR) flux spectrum

3 Note that there is a typographical error in the form of Qe−e in Haug (1989); see
Kontar et al. (2007) for details.
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from solar flares is therefore a combination of primary bremsstrahlung pho-
tons with a spectrally modified component from photospheric Compton
backscatter of the downward-directed primary emission. This backscattered
component can be significant, creating new features and/or distorting or
masking features in the primary spectrum, and so substantially modifying
key diagnostics such as the electron energy budget.

Photons of energy above ∼ 100 keV penetrate so deeply that they are
lost to the observer, while below ∼ 10 keV they are mostly photoelectrically
absorbed (e.g., Tomblin, 1972). Therefore, the reflectivity of the photosphere
has a broad hump in the range 10-100 keV, with a maximum around 30-40
keV. At some energies and view angles the reflectivity approaches 90% so
the observed spectrum may be very substantially affected by backscatter.
This effect is well-known in solar physics (and more generally in X-ray
astronomy - Magdziarz and Zdziarski (1995)) and there have been several
discussions of its influence on observed X-ray spectra (e.g., Tomblin, 1972;
Santangelo et al., 1973; Bai and Ramaty, 1978) , and on the electron spectra
inferred from them (e.g., Johns and Lin, 1992b; Alexander and Brown, 2002;
Kašparová et al., 2005; Kontar et al., 2006).

Understanding and modelling backscatter (albedo) has become even more
important with the advent of high quality X-ray spectra from RHESSI (Lin
et al., 2002) with spectral resolution as high as ' 1 keV, in combination
with uncertainties as low as a few percent (for strong flares). Generally,
contamination of the observed X-ray spectrum by reflected photons leads
to a flattening of the spectrum and hence to an underestimation of the
electron spectral index if the contribution of backscattered photons is not
taken into account (Bai and Ramaty, 1978). Extrapolation to low electron
energies using such an underestimated spectral index leads to a substantial
underestimation of the total electron energy in a flare. Indeed, a low-energy
cutoff in an uncorrected electron spectrum is not even required if the “true”
primary (albedo corrected) electron spectrum is used (Kontar et al., 2006).

3.1. Spectroscopy of the photospheric albedo

Downward-emitted photons are either absorbed or Compton-scattered, with
some of the latter returned toward the observer, adding to the total flux
detected (X-ray albedo). Scattering takes place on electrons, whether free
or atomic. To account for elements heavier than hydrogen, the Compton
cross-section is multiplied by an effective mean atomic number Z = 1.2 (e.g.
Aschwanden, 2005, for element abundances). The detailed density structure
of the medium is irrelevant (Tomblin, 1972).

Absorption, on the other hand, does depend strongly on chemical compo-
sition, and the best estimate of photospheric abundances should be included.
The heavy elements Fe/Ni play the most important role from 6− 8 keV up
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to ∼ 30 keV, while lighter elements contribute below 6 keV (Morrison and
McCammon, 1983).

3.1.1. Green’s function approach
Propagation, absorption, and Compton scattering of primary hard X-rays
can be straightforwardly studied using Monte-Carlo simulations (e.g. Bai
and Ramaty, 1978). This technique is ideal for obtaining the reflected, and
hence the total observed, photon spectrum for a given form of the primary
X-ray spectrum. However, the primary spectrum is generally unknown and
unlikely to be an exact power-law, as is sometimes assumed. Therefore, an
approach independent of the primary spectrum is required (Kontar et al.,
2006).

For any isotropic primary spectrum IP (ε0), (photons cm−2 s−1 keV−1),
we can write the secondary, backscattered spectrum IS(ε) as

IS(ε, µ) =

∞∫

ε

IP (ε0)G(µ, ε, ε0) dε0, (14)

where G(µ, ε, ε0) is an angle-dependent Green’s function and µ = cos θ,
where θ is the heliocentric position angle of the primary hard X-ray source,
or the angle between the Sun center - observer and Sun center - X-ray
source lines. The observed spectrum, at photon energy ε and direction µ, is
IS(ε) + IP (ε). The importance of not averaging over viewing angle may be
seen from Bai and Ramaty (1978). Using Green’s function analytical fits to
Monte Carlo simulations derived by Magdziarz and Zdziarski (1995), Kontar
et al. (2006) calculated functions G(µ, ε, ε0) shown in Figure 3 for solar flare
parameters. Green’s functions calculated accounts for Compton scattering
and bound-free absorption.

The shape of the Green’s function depends on the energy of the primary
photon. For primary photons with low energies ε0 < 30 keV, the Green’s
function has a rather simple structure close to a Dirac delta-function (Fig-
ure 3), showing that backscattering is dominated by the first scattering
(especially at low energies), with the contributions from higher orders of
scattering being generally small.

3.1.2. Reflected X-ray photon spectrum
Because the reflectivity is spectrum-dependent (Figure 4), the albedo spec-
trum also depends on the shape of the primary spectrum (Kontar et al., 2006;
Kotoku et al., 2007). While previous studies considered only the results for
prescribed power-law or thermal primary spectra (cf Bai and Ramaty, 1978;
Johns and Lin, 1992b; Alexander and Brown, 2002), the Green’s function
method allows more general forms of the primary spectrum.

The total observed spectrum I(ε) is given by
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14 KONTAR ET AL.

Figure 3. Green’s functions G(µ, ε, ε0) [ keV−1], including Compton scattering and pho-
toelectric absorption, for three primary photon energies ε0 = 20, 80, 300 keV and µ = 0.7
(θ ∼ 45o) calculated using approximations (Magdziarz and Zdziarski, 1995) for solar
conditions (after Kontar et al., 2006).

I(ε, µ) = IP (ε) +

∞∫

ε

IP (ε0)G(µ, ε, ε0) dε0. (15)

For a measured I(ε, µ), we may obtain the primary spectrum IP (ε) by solving
the integral equation (15). In practice measurements yield discrete quantities
and the integral equation (15) is used in the matrix form

I(εi, , µ) = IP (εi) +Gij(µ)IP (εj) (16)

where we have used the summation convention for repeated indices, and
introduced the Green’s matrix

Gij(µ) =

εj+1∫

εj

G(µ, εi, ε0) dε0. (17)

Due to sharp features in the Green’s function (Figure 3), the integration in
Equation (17) is best performed via a change of variable to the wavelength
(reciprocal energy) domain.

3.2. Imaging of photospheric albedo

3.2.1. Expected spatial signatures of albedo
Before considering observational approaches to the spatial isolation of albedo,
it is instructive to consider an elemental model of the solar backscattering
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Figure 4. Upper panel: Primary (solid line), reflected (dotted line) and total (dashed
line) photon spectra calculated assuming a primary spectrum IP (ε) ∼ ε−3, and using the
Green’s function for a X-ray source at heliocentric angle θ = 45o. Lower panel: Reflectivity,
defined as the ratio of reflected to primary fluxes R(ε, θ = 45o) = IR(ε)/IP (ε). The
reflectivity taken from Bai and Ramaty (1978) is shown with diamonds. Two absorption
edges of Fe at 7.1 keV and Ni at 8.3 keV are seen in the reflected component (after Kontar
et al., 2006).

process. To do this we make four simplifying assumptions (e.g. Brown et al.,
1975): first, that the primary bremsstrahlung is generated as a point source
at a height h above a planar scattering surface; second, that this surface
is perpendicular to the line of sight (e.g., disk center flare); third, that
the primary X-ray emission and backscattering processes are isotropic; and
fourth, that absorption of the scattered photons can be neglected. With such
a scenario the albedo source would extend out to the horizon as seen from
the primary source. The albedo surface brightness would be determined by
the distance from the primary source and the scattering location and by
a cosine illumination factor and so the surface brightness would fall off as
(1+[r/h]2)−3/2 where r is the radial distance between the scattering location
and the sub-source point on the scattering surface. Note that the scale of
the radial profile is determined by the height of the primary source.

The implications of easing some of the restrictions in this simple model
are illustrated in Figure 5. For a primary source with finite size or structure,
the resulting albedo patch would be a convolution of the primary source
with the aforementioned profile. For a primary source located away from
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16 KONTAR ET AL.

Figure 5. Left panel: Model of a single primary source with albedo contours. The solid
contours at logarithmically-spaced intervals show the primary source down to 6.25% of
the maximum, and the brightest portion of the albedo patch at 3.1% of the peak of the
primary. The dashed red contours show the integrated flux of the albedo patch. Note that
50% of the albedo flux arises from an area about 10 times larger than the primary source,
given its height of 12 Mm. Right panel: A model of a double source 10 Mm above the
photosphere with the resultant albedo patch shown by flux contours (red dashes). There
is considerable overlap of the primary source and albedo patch in this case (after Schmahl
and Hurford, 2002).

disk center, the center of the albedo patch is displaced toward disk center
and presents an elliptical shape oriented parallel to the limb.

More rigorous calculation of the spatial properties of an albedo patch
are provided by Bai and Ramaty (1978) who show, for example, that limb
darkening would make the albedo more easily detected near disk center. In
addition, the albedo patch will be energy and primary spectrum dependent
(Kontar and Jeffrey, 2010). Nevertheless, the simplified model does suggest
that the albedo has three potentially observable spatial signatures: first, for
sufficiently high primary source altitudes, the albedo would be significantly
larger in extent than the primary source, with a size scale that increases
with source height; second the albedo source would be displaced toward
disk center by a distance h sin θ¯, where θ¯ is the heliocentric angle; third,
the albedo source would be elongated parallel to the limb with a minor to
major axis ratio of cos θ¯. Observationally, however, because of the relative
size scales of the primary source and its albedo patch, the albedo surface
brightness would be only a small fraction (typically only a few percent)
of that of the primary source. This would pose a potential challenge for
conventional imaging systems because of scattered light; for reconstructed
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Deducing electron properties 17

RHESSI hard X-ray images, typically limited in dynamic range to about
10:1, this would seem to make the spatial detection of albedo even more
problematic.

3.2.2. The spatial frequency signature of albedo
The potential observational difficulties posed by the low surface brightness
of the albedo source can be eased if we Fourier transform the source of size
∼ d with the distribution exp(−x2/d2) and consider the amplitude of the
Fourier components as a function of spatial frequency ∼ exp(−k2d2), where
k is the spatial frequency. Compact primary sources have Fourier amplitudes
that fall off at high spatial frequencies kd >> 1. For spatial periods large
compared to the source dimension kd << 1, however, the amplitudes are
effectively constant. Further, the Fourier transform of the (1 + [r/h]2)−3/2

profile of an albedo source implies an amplitude that varies as e−kh, where
k is the spatial frequency. As illustrated in the lower half of Figure 2 in
Schmahl and Hurford (2002), this could be readily distinguished from that
of the primary source. In effect the Fourier transform integrates over the
faint, distributed albedo source so that it becomes potentially detectable.
The most obvious albedo signature would then be an “excess” in Fourier
amplitude at low spatial frequencies over that expected for the compact
primary source. The excess would be comparable to the reflected fraction,
viz., up to several 10’s of percent (Bai and Ramaty, 1978; Kontar et al.,
2006). This is relevant to RHESSI, because at 9 logarithmically-distributed
spatial frequencies, its 9 Rotating Modulation Collimators (RMCs) directly
measure Fourier components of the source distribution.

3.2.3. Detection of a “halo” component
Applying such considerations to flare observations, early analysis of RHESSI
data (Schmahl and Hurford, 2002) directly fit the observed modulated light
curves to derive an average modulation amplitude for each RMC. This
technique, although simple, assumed circularly symmetric sources and was
subject to potential statistical issues since it directly fit the counts sparsely
populating short time bins. Nevertheless, the analysis showed (Figure 6)
that the modulation amplitude continued to increase toward the coarsest
subcollimator even though the latter had a 183 arcsecond spatial resolution
(Hurford et al., 2002). This was taken as evidence of a hard X-ray “halo”
component, consistent with expectations from albedo.

The analysis was refined by Schmahl and Hurford (2003) by forming in-
dividual back projection images with the 9 RMCs. In this case, the peak cali-
brated intensity of each back-projection image corresponded to the azimuthally-
averaged modulation amplitude for the corresponding spatial frequency. The
results, illustrated in Figure 7, confirmed the presence of a non-Gaussian
large scale consistent with “halo”. This technique alleviates potential statis-
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18 KONTAR ET AL.

Figure 6. Relative amplitudes of 7 flares vs. spatial frequency in the energy range 12-25
keV. The departures of the profiles from a Gaussian shape are interpreted as a “halo”
component. Since for computational simplicity the fits were assumed to be azimuthally
symmetric, the profiles must be considered to be polar averages over 360 degrees of rotation
(after Schmahl and Hurford, 2002).

tical concerns associated with directly fitting sparsely-populated time bins,
but still required circular sources for unambiguous interpretation.

3.2.4. Direct use of visibility measurements
Since the initial reports of the “halo” component, analysis techniques have
been developed that enable the RHESSI data to be directly transformed into
calibrated measurements of the visibilities (specific Fourier components) as
a function of spatial period and orientation (Schmahl and Hurford, 2002;
Schmahl et al., 2007). There are several reasons why visibilities are more ap-
propriate for albedo determination: the visibilities are fully calibrated so that
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Deducing electron properties 19

Figure 7. A Fourier inversion produces the brightness profile in the energy range 12-25
keV. Since the albedo surface brightness is very low, the cumulative integrated flux from r
to ∞ is plotted as a function of r. If the primary source profile is Gaussian, the integrated
flux profile is Gaussian. The clear departures from a Gaussian shape in these profiles
indicates the presence of extended sources inferred to be albedo patches (after Schmahl
and Hurford, 2003).

instrumental issues can be cleanly separated from solar issues; the expected
visibilities can be directly calculated from source models; each visibility mea-
surement is independent and has well-determined statistical errors whose
propagation can guide subsequent conclusions; visibilities can be readily
calculated using code that is now an integral part of the RHESSI object-
oriented software package; visibilities are determined from linear transforms
of the observed count rates, so that they can be combined in time or energy as
desired; visibilities are well-suited to more complex sources since an observed
visibility is the sum of the corresponding visibilities of its components.
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Figure 8. Observed visibility amplitudes (crosses with blue error bars) for a flare interval
as a function of subcollimator (SC=1-9) and position angle (PA = 0 − 180◦) of the grids
in the energy range 12-25 keV. Each of the 9 vertical panels shows the amplitude as a
function of PA for one subcollimator (labeled by digits below the X axis). The red curve
represents a model using two Gaussian sources, and the squares show the residuals relative
to the model. For a given subcollimator (5 and 6 are good examples), the amplitude rises
and falls while the grids rotate from PA=0 to PA= 180◦. Such patterns can correspond
to an extended or double source.

Figure 8 illustrates observations expressed in terms of visibilities. This
event occurred at about 60◦ longitude, so the albedo emission is expected
to be relatively weak, although there may be a signature of albedo for
subcollimators 8 and 9, as indicated by the excess observed flux over the
model flux.

3.2.5. Future prospects for visibility-based albedo measurements with
RHESSI

In the context of albedo, visibilities are used in two ways: first to generate
maps of the source using a direct visibility imaging method [such as back
projection or maximum entropy (MEM-NJIT) (Schmahl et al., 2007)] to
obtain primary source positions and fluxes; second, to use a visibility-based
forward fit algorithm to parameterize simple models of the primary source
and the corresponding parameters of the albedo component (size, intensity,
ellipticity, location).

The MEM-NJIT mapping algorithm is useful for obtaining the qualitative
source configuration, although it is less reliable for quantitative measurement
of source sizes. On the other hand the forward-fit algorithm requires a good
starting point in parameter space, but can yield reliable source parameters.

There are practical difficulties that remain to be overcome. As suggested
by Figure 8, the relative calibration (to within ∼ 5%) of the different sub-
collimators (especially the coarse ones) is critical to the isolation of albedo.
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Regrettably, the detector-to-detector calibration cannot currently support
such an objective. However, using relative visibilities (viz., normalizing each
RMC’s visibilities to that detector’s spatially integrated response) eliminates
the effects of the detectors’ relative efficiencies and so provides a potential
approach to bypassing the calibration issue. Confirmation of this approach
could be achieved with near-limb flares (presumed to be without significant
albedo) or at energies where the albedo component is minimal. Other poten-
tial improvements are corrections for azimuthal averaging in each visibility,
improvements in the present forward fit algorithm, perhaps with the use of
an alternative search algorithm and the use of second harmonic visibilities
to add additional spatial frequencies.

The first flares for which albedo can be parameterized will necessarily be
spatially simple (single, compact, and strong) and located within a few arc
minutes of disk center. Eventually, it is expected that spectroscopic tools for
albedo will be combined with imaging tools to provide comprehensive albedo
information for a large subset of RHESSI flares. Since the albedo intensity
and location depends on electron directivity (Kontar and Brown, 2006b),
the potential reward of spatially-based albedo diagnostics is well-worth the
effort required to refine the analysis tools.

4. THE ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM

In this section, the angular dependence of the bremsstrahlung cross-section
and the angular/spatial/temporal characteristics of the electron distribution
are neglected. The primary source photon spectrum IP (ε) may be therefore
treated simply as the convolution in electron energy of the solid-angle-
averaged bremsstrahlung cross-section and the mean source electron flux
[equation (6)].

In general, we first correct for instrumental effects (see Smith et al., 2002;
Schwartz et al., 2002) such as pulse pileup4, then the observed hard X-
ray spectrum for albedo effects (Section 3.1) to obtain the primary source
spectrum IP (ε). As explained in Section 2, the functional form of the primary
photon energy spectrum I(ε) (subscript ‘P ’ hereafter understood) contains
crucial information on the form of the mean source electron flux spectrum
F (E), information that may in turn be used to reveal properties of the
electron acceleration and propagation processes.

4 Pulse pile-up is an issue for large solar flare spectra with high count rate in RHESSI
detectors. Un-physical counts are recorded when the pairs of low energy photons, arriving
nearly simultaneously are detected as a single energy count at higher energies (for details,
see Datlowe, 1976b,a). Current pile-up corrections for spatially integrated spectra have
limited precision that might be inadequate for the events with extremely high count rates.
As of April 2010, no image pile-up corrections exist yet.
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We first discuss forward fitting (Section 4.1) and regularized inversion
(Section 4.2) methods of extracting the electron energy spectrum F (E) from
noisy hard X-ray data I(ε).

4.1. Forward fitting

Forward fitting is the process of quantitatively comparing a parameterized
model with observational data. Criteria are established to determine accept-
able fits and, if the model is capable of providing acceptable fits, a best fit,
that gives the most probable values of the model parameters, is determined
by minimizing chi-squared (χ2), the sum of the squares of the normalized
residuals5.

Models may be based on the apparent structure of the data, a phys-
ical model, or a combination of the two. At the lowest X-ray energies,
RHESSI flare spectra can contain thermal bremsstrahlung and free-bound
(recombination) continua from the hottest plasma in flares, in addition to
spectral lines (e.g., Phillips et al., 2006). The X-rays at higher energies
(normally ∼> 10 − 20keV) are dominated by electron-ion bremsstrahlung
from energetic, nonthermal electrons (Section 2.1). Free-bound radiation
from nonthermal electrons may also contribute (Section 2.2). At higher ener-
gies, electron-electron bremsstrahlung can become significant (Section 2.3).
At γ-ray energies spectral lines excited by energetic, nonthermal ions and
positronium continuum emission can be present (Vilmer et al., 2010). The
quality of a fit is also dependent on a careful subtraction of background
counts before obtaining the spectral fit. Spectral fits are only reliable over
the range of photon energies for which the flare emission is well above the
background.

RHESSI’s high spectral resolution often makes it easy to distinguish the
thermal component of an X-ray spectrum from the nonthermal component,
especially in large flares. An example of this is shown in the top panel of
Figure 9, a spatially integrated spectrum from the 2002 July 23 flare; below
a photon energy ∼ 40 keV, the thermal component clearly dominates over
the flatter nonthermal component. For many spectra, however, the thermal
and nonthermal components are not so clearly distinguishable. This was the
case during the early rise of the 2002 July 23 flare, for example (Holman
et al., 2003). For these spectra the most likely model can sometimes be
deduced from the time evolution of the flare spectra and/or flare images (cf.
Sui et al., 2005).

5 A normalized residual is defined as the difference between the measured and model-
predicted value, divided by the uncertainty in the measured value. The division by the
uncertainty gives greater weight to measured values with smaller relative uncertainties
(e.g., Chapter 15 of Press et al., 1992)
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Figure 9. Fit to a spatially integrated spectrum from the 2002 July 23 (X4.3) solar
flare. Top Panel: Photon flux spectrum (plus signs) integrated over the 20 s time period
00:30:00–00:30:20 UT. A fit to the spectrum (solid curve) consisting of the sum of the
bremsstrahlung from an isothermal plasma (dotted curve) and the bremsstrahlung from a
double power-law mean electron flux distribution with a low-energy cutoff. Middle Panel:
Residuals from the fit in the top panel (observed flux minus model flux divided by the 1σ
uncertainty in the observed flux). Bottom Panel: Best fit mean electron flux distribution
times the mean plasma density and source volume, plotted as a function of electron energy
in keV (after Holman et al., 2003). Note that pulse pile-up (Smith et al., 2002; Kontar
et al., 2003) might be an issue for this flare.

The thermal component of the spectrum can typically be well fitted with
the form of I(ε) from an isothermal plasma at temperature T : I(ε) ∼
(EM/εT 1/2) exp(−ε/kT ), where k is Boltzmann’s constant and EM is the
emission measure (density squared integrated over the volume of the X-
ray emitting plasma). The fit in Figure 9, for example, gave a temperature
of 37 MK and an emission measure of 4.1 × 1049 cm−3. A fit to thermal
bremsstrahlung alone is often adequate, but this does not account for the
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spectral line complexes at ∼6.7 keV and ∼8 keV or for recombination
radiation6. The thermal component of RHESSI spectra is now routinely
fitted (included into standard RHESSI software) using the latest version of
CHIANTI (Landi et al., 2006), which incorporates all the emission mech-
anisms important at low energies. The multithermality of plasma and the
corresponding emission measure differential in temperature are addressed in
Section 4.6.

The nonthermal component of the spectra can usually be fitted ade-
quately with either a single or a double power-law photon flux spectral
model. Sometimes a third, flatter power-law component is included at low
energies to simulate a low-energy cutoff in the electron distribution. Such
fits are useful for examining the evolution of flare spectra with time. They do
not, however, contain any direct physical information about the electrons
responsible for the observed emission. It is therefore more interesting to fit
the photon spectra with the radiation from a model electron distribution,
typically assumed to have the form of a double power law with a possi-
ble low- and/or high-energy cutoff. This form allows sharp breaks in the
electron distribution (either a mean electron flux F (E) – equation [6] or,
for a thick-target model, an injected electron distribution F0(E0) – equa-
tion [9]). However, due to the filtering of the bremsstrahlung cross-section
Q(ε, E), such breaks are generally smoothed out in the corresponding photon
spectrum I(ε).

The nonthermal part of the flare spectrum in Figure 9 is fit with the
bremsstrahlung from a double power-law mean electron flux distribution
with a low-energy cutoff:

F (E) =





0; E < Ec

AE−δ1 ; Ec < E < Eb

AEδ2−δ1
b E−δ2 ; Eb < E.

(18)

(bottom panel). The highest value of the low-energy cutoff Ec consistent
with a good fit to the data was used; the value of Ec is not constrained
below this value because of the dominance of thermal radiation. This fit
therefore provides a lower limit to the energy in nonthermal electrons. The
spectrum could not be acceptably fit with a single power law; note that the
location of the break energy Eb is at a higher energy than the apparent
location of the break in the photon spectrum; this is because all electrons
with energies above a given photon energy contribute to the radiation at
that photon energy.

6 RHESSI spectroscopy in the range of energies below ∼ 10 keV is often complicated
by non-diagonal instrument response (Smith et al., 2002; Schwartz et al., 2002) and some
instrumental features (Phillips et al., 2006)
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Figure 10. Albedo-corrected RHESSI spectrum (crosses with error bars) at the hard X-ray
peak 11:44:28–11:44:32 UT) of a flare on 2002 June 2 (M1.0). The solid line shows the
combined isothermal (dotted line) plus double power-law (dashed line) spectral fit. The
spectral fit before albedo correction is overlaid (gray, solid line). Left panel: The nonthermal
part of the spectrum is fitted to double power-law model with a break energy at ∼21 keV.
Right panel: The same spectrum is fitted to a double power-law model with a break energy
at ∼40 keV. The reduced χ2 values of the fits in the left and right panels are 1.4 and 1.0,
respectively. The normalized residuals are plotted below each spectrum (after Sui et al.,
2007).

The photon spectrum residuals (using a sum of the isothermal and non-
thermal models) are shown in the middle panel of Figure 9. Besides providing
a reduced χ2 (χ2 divided by the number of degrees of freedom in the fit)
close to 1, the residuals from a good fit should be random and uncorrelated
and have a near-normal distribution N(0, 1). For the event in question, the
residuals do not exhibit this desired behavior, with significant deviation at
photon energies between 10 and 15 keV. This is understood to result from
instrumental lines near 10 keV (see Smith et al., 2002) that have not fully
been accounted for in the detector response. (It is now common practice to
include a spectral line in the model to account for this feature.) With the
inclusion of this line, it is generally possible above ∼10 keV to obtain good
fits to the RHESSI spectra without assuming the presence of any systematic
uncertainty in the data above the level of Poisson noise.

A comparison of a poor forward fit (left panels) to a good forward fit
(right panels) is shown in Figure 10. Both fits are to the same spectrum
and in both the model is bremsstrahlung from an isothermal plasma plus a
double power-law photon spectrum. In the fit on the left the break energy
Eb is fixed at a value ∼ 21 keV so that the model is a single power law above
this energy. In the fit on the right the break energy is allowed to adjust to
a value that gives the best fit to the data. The reduced χ2 for the fit on the
right is 1.0; in the fit on the left it is 1.4, still consistent with an “acceptable”
fit. However, the “long wavelength” oscillation in the residuals for the fit on
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the left provides the most obvious clue that the model is not adequate; the
overall shape of the spectrum is not consistent with the assumed model form.
Adding more parameters (in this case a variable break energy Eb) results in
a more acceptable distribution of residuals, as in the right panel (Figure 10).

The gray curves in Figure 10 are fits to the data before albedo, assumed to
be from isotropically emitted photons, is taken into account (see Section 3.1).
They demonstrate the significant impact albedo can have on the inferred
spectrum of emitted radiation.

An inadequately resolved issue with forward fitting is determining the
uncertainty in the fit parameters and the resulting model function. Since in
general the fit is not linear, the fit parameters are not independent and the
uncertainties are not necessarily even symmetric around the best fit values.
In Figure 10, for example, notice that the temperature of the isothermal com-
ponent is adjusted to a higher value to compensate for the low break energy
in the double power-law component (Sui et al., 2007). The uncertainty in
the value of the low-energy cutoff to the mean electron flux fit function in
Figure 9 is small in the positive (higher energy) direction, but indefinitely
large in the negative direction! As long as a good initial choice is made for
the fit parameters, the process of obtaining the best fits is relatively quick.
An efficient method for determining the uncertainties in the fit parameters
and function is not in place, however. Bayesian Monte Carlo approaches to
determining these uncertainties are robust but slow. A practical solution to
this important issue is badly needed.

4.2. Regularized inversion

The unprecedented energy resolution of RHESSI hard X-ray spectra has
introduced the need, perhaps for the first time in solar hard X-ray spec-
troscopy, to apply sophisticated mathematical tools for information retrieval
in order to fully exploit the physical significance of the recorded spectra. It
is well established that the most effective mathematical framework for this
problem lies in the theory of linear inverse problems (e.g. Craig and Brown,
1986). In this setting, linear integral equations of the first kind relate the
photon spectrum (‘data’) to the electron spectrum (‘source function’). Such
equations are usually ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard – the effects of
the experimental noise can be strongly amplified by the intrinsic numerical
instability of the model (see Bertero et al., 1985, for details).

Standard approaches to obtain a solution of inverse problem in solar X-
ray spectroscopy are based on forward-fitting (e.g., Holman et al., 2003) the
photon flux spectrum with parametric forms of the electron flux spectrum
(see Section 4.1). However, in forward-fitting, the number of parameters
utilized in the input form is generally small. This imposes severe, possibly
artificial, constraints on the allowable form for the source function and is
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the main reason why inversion techniques (e.g., Bertero et al., 1985; Piana,
1994), which find the best model-free non-parametric fit to the data subject
to physically sound constraints are currently a very promising approach to
data analysis in solar hard X-ray spectroscopy.

A particularly promising technique is regularized inversion(e.g. Bertero
et al., 1985). The essence of the regularization technique is to seek a least-
squares solution of the pertinent integral equation (e.g., Equation [6]) within
a subset of the solution space which accounts for some measure of a priori
information on the source function. Consider the linear system

g = Af (19)

which represents a discretized version of the (Volterra) integral equation (6),
where

Aij =
1

4πR2
Q

(
εi + εi+1

2
,
Ej + Ej+1

2

)
δEj , i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ...,M,(20)

f is the ‘source vector’ nV (F (E1), . . . , F (EM )), g is the ‘data vector’ (g(ε1), . . . , g(εN ))
(withM ≥ N), and the δεi and δEj are appropriate weights. The values g(εi)
correspond to a set of discrete photon counts in energy bands εi → εi + δεi,
while the F (Ej) are the corresponding values of the mean electron flux in
energy bands Ej → Ej + δEj . Owing to the strong smoothing properties of
the integral operators, the matrix A is quasi-singular and standard inversion
routines cannot be effectively applied. However, Tikhonov regularization
theory (Tikhonov, 1963) obtains sufficiently smooth source functions as the
(unique) solution of the minimization problem

‖g −Af‖2 + λ‖Cf‖2 = minimum , (21)

where λ is the regularization parameter, which tunes the trade-off between
the fitting term ‖g − Af‖2 and the penalty term ‖Cf‖2. If C = I, the
method is termed zero-order regularization (Piana et al., 2003), while if C is
the matrix corresponding to numerical differentiation, the method is termed
first-order regularization (Kontar et al., 2004). The optimal choice of the
parameter λ can be accomplished by means of some optimization approach
or by means of a semi-heuristic technique based on a statistical analysis of
the cumulative residuals (Piana et al., 2003).

The main disadvantage of using Tikhonov regularization is that for noisy
data, solutions with negative (unphysical) values might result. A possible
solution to this is provided by the projected Landweber method (Piana and
Bertero, 1997)

fn+1 = P+[fn + τAT (g −Afn)] , f0 = 0 , (22)
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where P+ sets to zero all negative components at each iteration and τ is a
relaxation parameter. In this framework, the tuning between stability and
fitting is realized by applying some optimal stopping rule to the iterative
procedure.

4.2.1. Validation of Regularization Techniques
The effectiveness of different inversion algorithms, including a standard
forward-fitting technique, have been tested by Brown et al. (2006) using
synthetic data. In this test six forms of the mean source electron spectrum
F (E) in Figure 11 (bottom), each one characterized by specific features
like bumps or cutoffs, were used to generate the corresponding hard X-ray
spectra I(ε) in Figure 11 (top), and a realistic amount of Poisson noise
added. In all cases the photon spectra look smooth and quite similar in
their shape, while the corresponding mean electron spectra exhibit very
irregular behaviors, that are filtered out by the smoothing effect of the
bremsstrahlung cross-section. These differences epitomize the mathematical
concept of ill-posedness.

Four different techniques: zero order (Piana, 1994) and first order (Kontar
et al., 2004) Tikhonov regularization, triangular matrix row elimination with
variable energy binning (Johns and Lin, 1992b) and forward fitting with a
parametric form consisting of a double power-law with low and high energy
cutoffs plus an isothermal component (e.g. Holman et al., 2003) were used
“in the blind” to recover F (E) for later comparison with the true forms
(Brown et al., 2006). All these approaches were able to reconstruct the
general magnitude and form of F (E), although forward-fitting inevitably
fails to recover small features which are not coded within the parameterized
form of the model function.

4.2.2. Application to RHESSI data
The Tikhonov regularization method has been applied to hard X-ray mea-
surements recorded byRHESSI in the events of 2002 February 20, 2002 March 17
and 2002 August 6 (Massone et al., 2003), 2002 February 26 (Kontar et al.,
2005) and 2002 July 23 (Piana et al., 2003). In this last paper a “dip-hump”
feature in the recovered mean source electron spectrum nV F was noted near
E = 55 keV (Figure 12); such a feature is (by construction) absent in the
superimposed forward-fit spectrum (Holman et al., 2003) using the same
(Haug, 1997) bremsstrahlung cross-section.

The 3σ error bars plotted in Figure 12 clearly show that this “dip-
hump” feature is statistically significant. Its physical interpretation is still
an open issue, but it may reflect the depletion of low-energy nonthermal
electrons due to the effect of Coulomb collisions for an injected distribution
with low energy cutoff (Emslie and Smith, 1984). On the other hand, it
may simply reflect an inadequate correction for pulse pile-up effect in the
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Figure 11. Synthetic mean source electron spectra (bottom) and the corresponding pho-
ton spectra (top) in a “blind” experiment for assessing the effectiveness of different
reconstruction methods in RHESSI X-ray spectroscopy (after Brown et al., 2006).

RHESSI detectors, with a resulting aliasing of the photon spectrum used in
the construction of Figure 12 (Smith et al., 2002; Kontar et al., 2003).

4.3. High-energy cutoffs in the electron distribution

It should be noted that the matrix A in Equation (19) need not be square,
so that the energy range corresponding to the electron flux (source) vector f
may extend over a larger range than the photon flux (data) vector g. Phys-
ically, this corresponds to the production (through free-free bremsstrahlung
only) of photons of energy ε by electron of energy E > εmax, where εmax

is the largest photon energy observed. It should be noted that, because the
bremsstrahlung cross-section Q(ε, E) is a non-diagonal matrix of E, the form
of the photon spectrum at photon energy ε does provide information on the
electron spectrum for all energiesE > ε, including those withE > εmax. Con-
sequently, a distinct advantage of the regularization methodologies (over,
say, the more straightforward matrix inversion method of Johns and Lin,
1992b) is that some information can be obtained on the form of the electron
spectrum F (E) at energies beyond the maximum photon energy observed.

A particular example of this is the possible existence of a high-energy
cutoff Emax in the electron spectrum F̄ (E). Although, for free-free emission
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Figure 12. Regularized spectrum nV F versus electron energy E for the time interval
shown in the 2002 July 23 (X4.3) event. The spectrum has been extended at high energies
using a power law of index δ = 2.45 (dashed lined). The vertical size of the error boxes
reflects the 3σ limit caused by statistical noise in the observed I(ε). The spectrum obtained
by a forward-fitting procedure using the same bremsstrahlung cross-section is shown as a
solid line (after Piana et al., 2003).

this would correspond to a maximum photon energy εmax = Emax, εmax may
lie beyond the range of statistically useful photon (or count) data. However,
as shown by Kontar et al. (2004), the regularized inversion method can
in principle detect the presence of the high-energy cutoff at E = Emax

through its effect on the photon spectrum at observable energies ε that
are all significantly less than Emax, and this technique was indeed used to
discern a high-energy cutoff (or at least a very sharp downward spectral
break) in the flare of 2002 February 26 (C9.6) by Kontar et al. (2005). The
ability of the regularization technique to detect such high-energy cutoffs in
the electron spectrum was dramatically highlighted in the validation study
of Brown et al. (2006). In that study, a synthetic electron spectrum F̄ (E)
with a high-energy cutoff at 200 keV (case B in Figure 11) was used to
generate noisy photon “data” in the range wholly below 100 keV. Analysis of
this “data” using both zero-order and higher-order regularization techniques
rather faithfully reproduced the high-energy cutoff in the electron spectrum,
with an accuracy better than 30%. High-energy cutoffs have had very limited
use to date as a parameter in forward-fitting methods (Sui et al., 2002;
Holman et al., 2003) (although both forward-fit and direct matrix inversion
method (Johns and Lin, 1992b) could be able to say something about the
electron spectrum above maximum photon “data” energy, in that if there
is a high energy cutoff Emax close to the maximum observed photon energy
the spectral shape is much different).
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4.4. Spectral breaks in the electron distribution

Figure 13. Left panel: Photon spectrum for the time interval 09:43:16 – 09:44:24 UT in
the 2005 January 17 (X3.8) event, with gamma-ray lines removed. Right panel: Recovered
forms of the quantity n̄ V F (E) (in units of 1050 electrons cm−2 s−1 keV−1; see equa-
tion [6]) using a zero-order regularization technique and presented as a “confidence strip,”
i.e., a series of solutions, each based on a realization of the data consistent with the size
of the uncertainties. The dashed lines assume electron-ion emission only; the solid lines
include the additional electron-electron emission term (after Kontar et al., 2007).

Figure 13 shows the photon spectrum for the time interval 09:43:16 –
09:44:24 UT (the time of approximate peak flux) for the 2005 January 17
(GOES class X3.8) event (after Kontar et al., 2007). This event, which
produced several strong gamma-ray lines, was previously studied by Kontar
and Brown (2006b), who concluded that the pitch angle distribution for
electrons up to ∼ 300 keV was close to isotropic. There is evidence for an
upward break in the spectrum at energies ∼> 300 keV. For completeness,
we note that the energy range ∼> 300 also contains some pseudo-continuum
gamma-ray contribution from ions (Vilmer et al., 2010).

The mean source electron spectrum F (E) recovered from the photon
data, using two different bremsstrahlung cross-sections - electron-ion only
and (electron-ion + electron-electron) is shown in Figure 13. (The results
are presented in the form of two “confidence strips,” bundles of solutions
using different noisy realizations of the same data.) The F (E) recovered
using the full cross-section (13), including electron-electron bremsstrahlung,
is, for E & 300 keV, steeper (spectral index greater by ∼ 0.4) than the
F (E) recovered assuming purely electron-ion emission. Kontar et al. (2007)
point out that while the upward break at ε ∼ 300 keV in Figure 13 is real,
the break at E ' 400 keV in the F (E) recovered using the electron-ion
bremsstrahlung cross-section alone (Figure 13) is an artifact of the neglect
of electron-electron emission at energies & 300 keV. The true form of F (E),
obtained using the full cross-section has a rather straightforward power-
law form over the energy range from 200 - 1000 keV. As pointed out by
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Kontar et al. (2007), the inclusion of electron-electron bremsstrahlung may
remove the need to explain “break energies” in several events (cf. Dennis,
1985; Heristchi, 1986; Li, 1995; Trottet et al., 1998; Vestrand, 1988). How-
ever electron-electron bremsstrahlung cannot explain spectral breaks at low
energies ≤ 300 keV often observed in RHESSI spectra (e.g., Conway et al.,
2003)

4.5. Low-energy cutoffs in the electron distribution

Given that nonthermal electron spectra often have a form close to a steep
power-law E−δ, with δ > 2 (Dennis, 1985), a low-energy cutoff Ec is often
required to obtain values of the total energy in nonthermal electrons (see
however, Emslie, 2003; Hannah et al., 2009). Thus, reliable determination
of Ec plays a key role in the interpretation of hard X-ray data (see also
(Holman et al., 2010)).

In most cases, the value of Ec must be somehow disentangled from the
combined (thermal + nonthermal) form of F (E), and the value of Ec is in
general only weakly constrained by observations. Some flares require rather
high values of Ec to explain observations. The presence of a low-energy cutoff
introduces a flattening of the photon spectrum at energies below Ec – (see,
e.g., Holman, 2003; Huang, 2009; Han et al., 2009). Nitta et al. (1990) show
that the spectrum of the impulsive component flattens toward low energies,
suggesting that a value of Ec as high as 50 keV. Farnik et al. (1997), using
Yohkoh data, observed a few flares with flat spectra below 30 keV.

Studies before RHESSI mostly assumed an arbitrary, fixed, value of Ec.
More recently, using RHESSI high-spectral-resolution data (without albedo
correction), several studies have reported clear evidence for a low-energy
cutoff or even a dip (or gap) (e.g., Kontar and Brown, 2006a) in the mean
electron flux distribution F (E) between its thermal and nonthermal com-
ponents, leading to a clear identification of a low-energy cutoff for the
nonthermal electron distribution (Figure 14).

Forward fitting methods (Section 4.1) usually assume a strict low-energy
cutoff, i.e., a sharp change in the F (E). However, as showed by, e.g., Kucera
et al. (1996) or Kašparová et al. (2005), it is often not possible to deter-
mine a unique best spectral fit; fit parameters can be varied substantially
without unacceptably large changes in the photon spectrum, with other
free parameters compensating. In particular, because of the dominance of
thermal emission at low energies, forward-fit approaches can reliably infer
only upper limits to the value of Ec; values of Ec well below such upper limits
provide equally good fits to an observed X-ray spectrum, with a somewhat
different value of the thermal source temperature T . Moreover, as mentioned
in (Section 4.1) determining confidence intervals for model parameters is an
extremely time-consuming task.
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On the other hand, regularized inversion methods (Section 4.2) have
proven their ability to detect dips in F (E) (see Piana et al., 2003). These
methods also provide estimates of uncertainties in the solution, through
so-called confidence strips in which 99% of data-consistent solutions lie –
see Brown et al. (2006). Using this approach, clear low-energy cutoffs or dips
in the mean electron flux distribution F (E) at an energy around 20 - 40 keV
were reported by Kašparová et al. (2005) for the 2002 August 20 (M4.5)
flare. Forward-fit methods yielded Ec = 44 ± 6 keV, a somewhat higher
value. Kontar and Brown (2006a) found a clear dip around 20 keV for the
2002 September 17 (C2.0) event. For further examples of low-energy cutoffs
obtained through both forward-fitting and regularization, see Figure 14 and
Figure 15, respectively.

Some flares (such as in the flares of 2002 April 25 (C2.5), 2002 Septem-
ber 17 (C2.0) or 2002 August 20 (M4.5)) have quite hard (flat) spectra
with a relatively weak thermal component. Such a flat form of the photon
spectrum can require (Kontar and Brown, 2006a) a low-energy cutoff, or
local minimum, in the corresponding mean electron distribution F (E). These
local minima are particularly interesting, since if F (E) is sufficiently steep
(steeper than E1 – see remarks after equation (11)), it could have a form
inconsistent with the widely-used collision-dominated thick-target model for
X-ray production (Kontar and Brown, 2006a; Brown et al., 2009b).

However, the effects of Compton back-scattering (Section 3.1) on the
hard X-ray spectrum are most pronounced for flares with such hard spec-
tra. Kašparová et al. (2007) showed that the flares listed above are all
located close to the solar disk center (µ > 0.5, θ < 60o; denoted as stars in
Figure 18) and they therefore attributed the flat spectra to the heliospheric-
angle-dependent albedo (Section 3.1). This result is consistent with earlier
observations of Nitta et al. (1990) and Farnik et al. (1997), who observed
several flares with flat spectra which were located not far from the disk
center (µ ≥ 0.6) or near the center (µ = 1.0), respectively. Interestingly,
adding considerations of the albedo in such events (Kontar et al., 2006)
removes the spectral hardening, and hence the need for a low-energy cutoff
in this photon energy range - see Figure 14 and 15 and Kašparová et al.
(2005); Kontar et al. (2006). Recently, Kontar et al. (2008a) have analyzed
a large number of solar flares with weak thermal components and flat photon
spectra. It has been shown that if the isotropic albedo correction is applied,
all low-energy cutoffs in the mean electron spectrum are removed, and hence
the low-energy cutoffs in the mean electron spectrum of solar flares above
∼ 12 keV cannot be viewed as real features. If low-energy cutoffs exist in the
mean electron spectra, their energies should be less than ∼ 12 keV. Thus the
apparent low-energy cutoff in the mean electron distribution is most likely
a feature connected with albedo; it is not a true physical property (Hannah
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Figure 14. Mean electron flux spectra nV F (E) of the 2002 September 17 (C2.0) solar flare
recovered using forward fitting. The solid/dashed lines show the spectrum without/with
the albedo correction (after Kontar et al., 2006).

Figure 15. Mean source electron flux spectrum nV F (E) for the 2002 August 20 (M4.5)
solar flare for the time interval 08:25:20 - 08:25:40 UT recovered using regularized inversion.
The solid line shows the spectrum without albedo correction. The confidence intervals
represent the range of solutions found for different statistical realizations of the photon
spectrum (after Kontar et al., 2006).

et al., 2009). This result can substantially change the total electron energy
requirements in a given flare.

In summary, our view on the existence and/or value of low-energy cutoffs
has been significantly broadened since high quality RHESSI observations
have become available. Yet, the determination and existence of the low-
energy cutoff remains a very complex issue. First, the contribution of the
photospheric albedo to the observed photon spectrum must be taken into
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account and removed before the observed photon spectrum is converted to
the electron distribution. Such correction removes apparent energy cutoffs
in the mean electron distribution above ∼12 keV (Kontar et al., 2008a).
Secondly, apparent evidence from hard X-ray emission for a low-energy
cutoff in the electron spectrum should be carefully combined with other
data sensitive to the low-energy cutoff in nonthermal electron distribution,
e.g., microwave spectra (Holman, 2003) or plasma radio emission (Mel’Nik
et al., 1999; Kontar, 2001). Finally, effects which may lead to hard X-ray
spectral flattening (e.g., albedo and nonuniform ionization – Kontar et al.,
2002, 2003; Liu et al., 2009; Su et al., 2009) should also be carefully assessed
before reaching conclusions on the value of the crucial parameter Ec, with its
attendant implications for the energy content in nonthermal electrons(e.g.,
Falewicz et al., 2009).

4.6. Temperature distribution of thermal plasma

The thermal free-free (bremsstrahlung) continuum emission (photons s−1 keV−1)
at photon energy ε from an element of plasma of density n (cm−3), temper-
ature T (K) and volume dV is, neglecting factors of order unity,

dI(ε) = a
n2 dV

ε T 1/2
exp(−ε/kT ), (23)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant and a is a constant. For an extended
source, with nonuniform density and temperature, integration of (23) over
the spatial extent of the source gives

I(ε) =
a

ε

∫ ∞

0

1

T 1/2
ξ(T ) exp(−ε/kT ) dT, (24)

where ξ(T ) = n2 dV/dT (cm−3 K−1) is the differential emission measure
at temperature T (see equation (10) of Craig and Brown, 1976). As first
pointed out by Brown (1974), equation (24) may be written as a Laplace
transform with respect to the inverse temperature variable x = 1/kT :

k1/2

a
ε I(ε) =

∫ ∞

0
e−ε x f(x) dx ≡ L[f(x); ε], (25)

where f(x) = ξ(1/kx)x−3/2 or, equivalently, ξ(T ) = (kT )−3/2 f(1/kT ).
Solution of equation (25) for f(x) (and hence ξ(T )) is formally possi-

ble for a large variety of (but, it should be noted, not all - Brown and
Emslie, 1988) forms of I(ε). Even when a solution does exist, however,
solution of equation (25) is not a trivial task. This integral equation is of
Fredholm-type(Bertero et al., 1985) and is highly ill-posed, with a large
class of solutions ξ(T ) corresponding to a given I(ε) when (even very small)
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uncertainties in I(ε) are taken into account. Mathematically, this extreme
ill-posedness arises from the very broad form of the Laplace kernel exp(−εx).
Physically, the problem exists because of the broad range of temperatures
T that contribute to the emission at a given photon energy ε. Unlike, for ex-
ample the bremsstrahlung photon to electron inversion problem (see Section
4.2), in which only electrons with energy E > ε contribute to the emission at
photon energy ε (and so the corresponding integral equation is of Volterra
type, and so less ill-posed), in the electron energy to temperature problem
considered here all temperatures T contribute to the emission at energy ε
(and conversely a source at a single temperature T produces emission at all
photon energies).

An early study of the inversion of equation (25), using data from a
balloon-borne instrument (Lin and Schwartz, 1987), was carried out by
Piana et al. (1995). They deduced not only forms of ξ(T ) but also (in a
one-dimensional geometry) the corresponding conductive flux Fc(T ) and its
derivative dFc/dx. However, later work by Prato et al. (2006) examined the
relation between ξ(T ) and the mean source electron spectrum F (E), viz.

F (E) = b

∫ ∞

0

1

T 1/2
ξ(T ) exp(−E/kT ) dT. (26)

They applied the Landweber method, which ensures positivity of ξ(T ) every-
where – see equation [22] in Section 4.2 – and which is effective in recovering
narrow, δ-function-like forms of the differential emission measure ξ(T ), and
showed that the form of ξ(T ) deduced from inversion of this (rigorous)
equation is much less well-determined than suggested by the earlier work of
Piana et al. (1995), which involved inversion of the (inexact) equation (23).

The method was applied to three photon spectra emitted during the flares
of 2002 August 21 (M1.4), 2003 November 3 (X3.9) and 2002 July 23 (X4.3).
The photon spectra were first inverted by applying zero-order Tikhonov
regularization to recover the form of F (E). For the first two events the
recovered ξ(T ) was consistent with a roughly isothermal low-temperature
plasma plus a very broad form of ξ(T ) at high temperatures. However, for
the 2002 July 23 (X4.3) event, the reconstruction method produced unac-
ceptably large residuals at low temperatures, consistent with the fact that
this same spectrum fails to satisfy the derivative test (Brown and Emslie,
1988) necessary for compatibility with a purely thermal interpretation of
the event. Observations of optically thin lines is often used as an alternative
approach to infer DEM of solar plasma (as a review, see Phillips et al., 2008).
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5. ELECTRON ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

Flare studies typically derive the properties of accelerated particles in the
target region from observations of the radiation spectrum, but such radiation
spectra are strongly dependent on the angular distribution of the energetic
particles. Consequently, knowledge of both the angular distribution and
the energy distribution of energetic particles, as they interact in the solar
material, is necessary for understanding the acceleration and transport of
particles in flaring regions.

Attempts to measure the angular distribution of the accelerated electrons
rely on the fact that an anisotropic ensemble of bremsstrahlung-producing
electrons will generate a radiation field that is both polarized and anisotropic.
Efforts to measure electron beaming have therefore concentrated on studies
of the hard X-ray continuum emission, by looking at either the directivity or
the polarization of the emitted radiation. Theoretical studies have considered
the evolution of the electron pitch angle distribution as the particles are
transported along magnetic field lines (Brown, 1972; Leach and Petrosian,
1981; McTiernan and Petrosian, 1990a,b, e.g.). It is generally expected that,
even if the particles are strongly beamed when injected, the net effect of the
particle transport through the atmosphere will be to broaden the angular
distribution (Holman et al., 2010). Ideally, the measurements of the electron
angular distribution should therefore be performed as a function of both
time and space. No such measurements are available as yet. However, those
measurements that are available (as discussed below) already indicate some
evidence for electron beaming.

The angular distribution of accelerated ions can be studied by measuring
the energies and widths of broad γ-ray lines (see Vilmer et al., 2010, for
details). Studies of γ-ray line data from the SMM Gamma Ray Spectrometer
(GRS) suggest that protons and α-particles are likely being accelerated in a
rather broad angular distribution (Share and Murphy, 1997; Share et al.,
2002). It is currently still unclear whether electrons and ions are being
accelerated (Zharkova et al., 2010) in a similar fashion or by the same
process.

5.1. Early Results

One technique for studying hard X-ray directivity is to look for center-to-
limb variations on a statistical basis. Correlations between flare longitude
and flare intensity or spectrum reflect the anisotropy of the X-ray emission
and hence an associated anisotropy of the energetic electrons. For example,
if the radiation is preferably emitted in a direction parallel to the surface
of the Sun, then a flare located near the limb will look brighter than the
same flare near the disk center. Various statistical studies of X-ray flares at
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energies below 300 keV reported no significant center-to-limb variation of
the observed intensity (e.g., Datlowe et al., 1974; Pizzichini et al., 1974). A
statistically significant center-to-limb variation in the shape of the spectra of
these events was found by Roy and Datlowe (1975), suggesting that perhaps
some directivity may be present.

The large sample of flares detected at energies greater than 300 keV by
the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) al-
lowed, for the first time, a statistical search for directivity at higher energies.
Analysis of these data collected during solar cycle 21 provided the first clear
evidence for directed emission, with a tendency for the high energy events
to be located near the limb (Vestrand et al., 1987; Bai, 1988). Bogovalov
et al. (1985) and McTiernan and Petrosian (1991) also reported evidence
for anisotropies at hard X-ray energies. Observations from the SMM GRS
during solar cycle 22 provided further support for directivity (Vestrand et al.,
1991) at energies above 300 keV. However, several high energy events were
also observed near the disk center by a number of different experiments
during cycle 22 (e.g., on GRANAT and CGRO; see Vilmer, 1994, for a
summary), perhaps suggesting a more complex pattern. Li (1995) used data
from SMM to confirm the general results of Vestrand et al. (1987) and
concluded that there was evidence for increasing directivity with increasing
energy. Quantifying the magnitude of the directivity from these statistical
measurements is difficult. For example, one needs to know the size-frequency
distribution for flares as well as the form of the electron distribution to derive
the predicted limb fraction (e.g., Petrosian, 1985). Furthermore, the results
only represent an average for the flare sample. Different flaring regions are
not likely to have identical geometry. Nor are individual flares likely to have
time-independent electron distributions.

Another, more direct, method for studying directivity in individual flares
is the stereoscopic technique (Catalano and van Allen, 1973). This method
compares simultaneous observations made on two spacecraft that view the
same flare from different directions. Kane et al. (1998) combined obser-
vations from the PVO and ISEE-3 satellites to produce stereoscopic flare
observations of 39 flares in the energy range from 100 keV to 1 MeV. While
the range of flux ratios measured by Kane et al. (1998) is consistent with
the results of statistical studies (Vestrand et al., 1987), the deviations of
the ratio from unity show no clear correlation with increasing difference in
viewing angles. Later studies concluded that there was no clear evidence
for directivity at hard X-ray energies (Kane et al., 1998; Li et al., 1994).
Stereoscopic observations tend to suffer from cross-calibration issues between
different instruments.

The high quality hard X-ray data from RHESSI have opened new new
opportunities and diagnostic techniques for the study of electron anisotropy
in solar flares.
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Figure 16. Polar diagram of the bremsstrahlung cross-section (Gluckstern et al., 1953) for
an electron of energy E = 100 keV and photon energies ε = 30 keV (solid line), ε = 50 keV
(dotted line), and ε = 80 keV (dashed line); the radial coordinate is proportional to the
size of the cross-section and the angle from the x-axis corresponds to the angle between
the incoming electron direction and the line to the observer. Note that at energies E À ε
the cross-section peaks at θ = 0, while for E ' ε the cross-section peaks at θ ' (30− 40)◦

(after Massone et al., 2004).

5.2. Anisotropy of X-ray bremsstrahlung emission

Using equation (2), it is straightforward to show that the emitted bremsstrahlung
in the direction Ω toward the observer can be written

I(ε,Ω) =
n̄V

4πR2

∫ ∞

ε

∫

Ω′
F (E,Ω′)Q(ε, E, θ′) dE dΩ′, (27)

where Q(ε, E, θ′) is the cross-section differential in photon energy ε and
the angle θ′ between the precollision electron direction Ω′ and the emit-
ted photon direction Ω, summed over the polarization state of the emitted
photon (Gluckstern et al., 1953). The bremsstrahlung cross-section is more
angle-dependent for higher photon energies (Figure 16), which qualitatively
consistent with the findings of the statistical analysis.

In equation (27) the mean source electron flux spectrum has been general-
ized to the form F (E,Ω′), which takes into account the angular distribution
of electrons. If we denote by (θ, φ) the polar coordinates of the electron
velocity vector Ω′ relative to the mean direction of the electron veloc-
ity distribution (usually the same direction as the guiding magnetic field
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line), and assume azimuthal symmetry, i.e., no dependence on φ, so that
F (E,Ω′) ≡ f(E, θ), and the angle of the mean direction of the electron
velocity distribution is θ0, equation (27) can be written:

I(ε) =
n̄V

4πR2

∫ ∞

E=ε

∫ π

θ=0

∫ 2π

φ=0
Q
[
ε, E, θ′(θ, φ; θ0)

]
f(E, θ) sin θ dφ dθ dE ,

(28)
where the directivity angle θ′ between electron and photon directions is given
by cos θ′ = cos θ cos θ0 + sin θ sin θ0 cosφ. If we now define:

K0 (ε, E, θ) =

∫ 2π

φ=0
Q
[
ε, E, θ′(θ, φ; θ0)

]
dφ , (29)

we can write

I(ε) =
n̄V

4πR2

∫ ∞

E=ε

∫ π

θ=0
K0 (ε, E, θ) f(E, θ) sin θ dθ dE . (30)

Inversion of equation (30) requires construction of the bivariate function
f(E, θ) from knowledge of the (noisy) univariate function I(ε). The problem
is significantly more tractable if we make the further assumption that f(E, θ)
is separable in E and θ. We can then choose a particular form for the angular
dependence of f(E, θ) and reconstruct the part of f(E, θ) that depends
only on the electron energy (univariate problem in E) or, analogously, we
can assume the E-dependence for f(E, θ) and recover the θ-dependence
(univariate problem in θ).

In Massone et al. (2004), the θ-dependence of f(E, θ) is a prescribed
(normalized) form g(θ)/

∫
Ω′ g(θ) dΩ

′. Specifically, it was assumed that at
all energies the pre-collision electron velocities are uniformly distributed
over a solid angle within a cone of half-angle α centered on a direction
corresponding to a photon emission direction of θ0. With such an assumption
equation (30) becomes

I(ε) =
n̄V

4πR2

∫ ∞

E=ε
K0 (ε, E) F (E) dE, (31)

where

K0 (ε, E) =
1

2π(1− cosα)

∫ α

θ=0
K0 (ε, E, θ) sin θ dθ . (32)

Equation (31) is formally identical to equation (6). Application of the usual
Tikhonov regularization technique to equation (31) then yields the mean
source energy spectrum F (E).

Massone et al. (2004) applied this analysis to a photon spectrum recorded
by the RHESSI instrument on 2002 August 21 (M1.4) in the time interval
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Figure 17. Left panel: Photon flux spectrum. Right panel: Regularized electron flux
spectra corresponding to θ0 = 130o (angle between an observer and the electron beam
direction) and (from top to bottom) α = 10o, 30o, 60o, 90o, 180o. The choice of θ0 = 130o

is justified by the fact that this is the value corresponding to a vertically downward electron
beam at the location of the selected flare (after Massone et al., 2004).

00:39:04-00:39:48 UT (left panel of Figure 16). Values for the observation
angle θ0 ranging from 0o to 180o, and for the cone semi-angle α ranging
from 10o to 180o, were considered. The results (right panel of Figure 17)
demonstrated clearly that the angular dependence cannot be neglected: use
of the anisotropic cross section yields electron spectra that are significantly
different from the ones reconstructed by using the solid-angle-averaged cross
section (corresponding to α = 180o). As the electron distribution becomes
more anisotropic (decrease in α), the cross-section for emission in the direc-
tion of the observer decreases for some parts of the cone and increases for
others. The overall effect is a reduction in the cross section, so that more
electrons are required to produce the given photon spectrum. This effect is
more pronounced at high energies (see Figure 17), so the spectrum for small
values of α is flatter than for α = 180o (isotropic distribution).

As the viewing angle θ0 increases (source moves closer to the disk center),
the cross-section for emission in direction of the observer in general de-
creases, especially at high values of E, and accordingly the required electron
spectrum increases and also flattens.

5.3. Statistical results on X-ray anisotropy

As a result of heliocentric angle dependence of albedo (Section 3), the shape
of photon spectra should vary as a function of their position on the solar
disk (Bai and Ramaty, 1978; Kontar et al., 2006). A statistical analysis of
RHESSI flares (Kašparová et al., 2007) demonstrates a clear center-to-limb
variation of photon spectral indices in the 15 - 20 keV energy range and a
weaker dependency in the 20 - 50 keV range. The observed spectral variations
were found to be consistent with the predictions of albedo-induced spectral
index changes (Figure 18).
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Figure 18. Spectral index γ0 (15-20 keV) and γ1 (20-35 keV) versus cosine µ of heliocentric
angle θ. Vertical error bars indicate average uncertainties on the values as determined from
single power-law fits. Lines show the predicted dependency for single power-law primary
spectra with spectral indices 2.0, 2.5 and for directivity α(µ) = 1, 2, 4 (solid, dashed, and
dotted lines respectively). Flares with a dip in mean electron distribution are denoted as
stars, see also Section 4.5 (after Kašparová et al., 2007).

Because the amount of albedo photons is dependent on the amount of
downward directed primary emission, the characteristics of the albedo com-
ponent can be used to get an estimate of the anisotropy of the primary hard
X-ray emission. In this manner, Kašparová et al. (2007) obtained values
for α (the ratio of downward-directed primary emission to observer-directed
primary emission) in the 15 - 20 keV energy range, see Figure 19. The values
of directivity α range from 0.3 to 3; while they imply downward-collimated
emission in some cases, overall they are also consistent with isotropic X-
ray emission (see also Kontar and Brown, 2006b). The model of Leach and
Petrosian (1983, Figure 4) predicts α∼< 3 at 22 keV for disk center events.

5.4. Albedo as a probe of electron angular distribution

The albedo spectral “contaminant” in fact offers very valuable insight into
the anisotropy of the flare fast electron distribution. It does so by providing
a view of the hard X-ray flare from behind, like a dentist’s mirror. Moreover,
the solar albedo “mirror” is spectrally distorting, so that its contribution to
the overall spectrum can be distinguished. The observed spectrum in the
observer’s direction should contain an albedo “bump” feature, the strength
of which is an indicator of the degree of downward beaming of the elec-
tron distribution. By use of this solar “mirror” we can achieve a degree
of knowledge about the directionality of the primary photon distribution,
and so the accelerated electron distribution, from single spacecraft photon
spectrometry (Kontar and Brown, 2006b).
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Figure 19. Directivity at different heliocentric angle µ determined from the distributions
of spectral index γ0 in the 15 - 20 keV energy range at the limb and a given range of µ.
Cross-hatched areas show the range of directivity values that are consistent (at the 0.05
significance level) with the hypothesis that the observed distribution at a given range of µ
and the modelled distribution are drawn from the same parent distribution; crossed areas
correspond to the 0.01 significance level. The dashed line shows the isotropic case, i.e.
α(µ) = 1 (after Kašparová et al., 2007).

The required integration over solid angle in Equation (27) can be approx-
imated using a bi-directional representation. Invoking axial symmetry about
a beam assumed to be perpendicular to the solar surface, we introduce the
cross-sections

Q(ε, E, θ0) =
1

cos(θ0 −∆θ)− cos(θ0 +∆θ)

∫ θ0+∆θ

θ0−∆θ
Q(ε, E, θ′) sin(θ′) dθ′,(33)

averaged over [θ0−∆θ, θ0+∆θ] and centered at angle θ0. We defineQF (ε, E) ≡
Q(ε, E, θ0 = θ) and QB(ε, E) ≡ Q(ε, E, θ0 = 180o − θ), where θ is the
heliocentric angle of the source. The electron spectrum F (E, θ) is defined in a
similar bi-directional approximation, through introduction of the quantities

F u,d =
1

n̄V

∫
Fu,d(E, r)n(r)dV (34)

for electrons propagating either upward (u) or downward (d) toward the scat-
tering photosphere: F u(E) and F d(E) are the density-weighted volumetric
mean flux spectra of electrons directed towards the observer ’upward’ and
downward respectively, also averaged over ∆θ.

With these assumptions and definitions, the discretized hard X-ray spec-
trum I(εi); i = 1...N , accounting both for the primary spectrum Io and the
reflected spectrum Ir, can be written (Kontar and Brown, 2006b)
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Figure 20. Lower panel: The recovered mean electron flux spectra defined by Equa-
tion 34 (thick lines) for the 2002 August 20 (M4.5) flare (accumulation time interval
08:25:20-08:25:40 UT). Downward-directed F d(E) (solid line) and observer-directed
Fu(E) (dashed line) are shown, with corresponding 2σ errors (thin lines). Upper panel:
electron anisotropy defined as F̄d(E)/Fu(E) with confidence values within the shaded area
(after Kontar and Brown, 2006b).

I = Io + Ir =
(
QF +G(µ)QB QB +G(µ)QF

)( F̄u

F̄d

)
, (35)

where F̄u,d(Ej); j = 1...M are the electron data vectors for downward- and
upward-directed electrons, respectively andQB,F are matrix representations
of the kernels of integral equations (33). The Green’s matrices G(µ) depend
on heliocentric angle of the source µ = cos θ and have been calculated in
Kontar et al. (2006). Kontar and Brown (2006b) have solved the inverse
problem (35) using first order Tikhonov regularization method.

Figure 20 shows electron spectra solutions (F̄u(E), F̄d(E)) for the 2002 Au-
gust 20 (M4.5) flare. The results are consistent with isotropy up to E ∼
100 keV, with some indication of upward anisotropy above 100 keV. These
findings show near isotropic distribution (low electron directivity) of the
mean electron spectrum of accelerated electrons in solar flares (Kontar and
Brown, 2006b; Holman et al., 2010). This contradicts strongly the models
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with purely collisional transport in solar flares (e.g. Brown, 1972; Zharkova
and Gordovskyy, 2006; Karlický and Kašparová, 2009; Holman et al., 2010).

5.5. X-ray polarization and electron angular distribution

5.5.1. Model Predictions
The difficulties of statistical and stereoscopic observations for measuring
hard X-ray directivity evoke the need for a technique that can measure
anisotropies for individual flares. Because the bremsstrahlung cross-section
Q(ε, E, θ′) is in general polarization-dependent, polarization is a diagnostic
that can in principle meet these requirements. Models of nonthermal (e.g.,
thick target) hard X-ray production predict a clear and significant polar-
ization signal, with polarization levels > 10% for beam-like distributions of
electrons (Bai and Ramaty, 1978; Brown, 1972; Charikov et al., 1996; Emslie
and Vlahos, 1980; Langer and Petrosian, 1977; Leach and Petrosian, 1983;
Zharkova et al., 1995) and an orientation parallel to the plane containing
the guiding magnetic field direction and the direction to the observer. For
vertical guiding fields, this orientation direction projects onto a radial line on
the solar disk (Bai and Ramaty, 1978; Leach and Petrosian, 1983; Zharkova
et al., 1995); for other orientations of the guiding field, other polarization
vector orientations are possible (Emslie et al., 2008). For strong electron
beaming the polarization degree can reach values up to 60% at energies
above 50 keV, or even higher for lower energies (Haug, 1972).

All models predict a strong dependence between the observed value of
polarization and the viewing angle. The highest polarization degrees are
expected for large angles of view, when the line of sight is perpendicular to
the magnetic field line. Thus, most theories predict higher polarization for
flares located near the solar limb. The direction of the polarization depends
on the energy: low energy hard X-rays are negatively polarized whereas
above 350 keV the sign turns to positive (Bai and Ramaty, 1978). Because
collisions of beam electrons with ambient particles tend to isotropize the
distribution, the highest polarizations (up to 85%) are expected at energies
around 100 keV generated in the coronal portions of the top of the flare
loop (Leach and Petrosian, 1983). Photons observed from the foot points
(in the region of the dense chromosphere) would be polarized only to the
level of around 20%. It should also be noted that even thermal models of the
hard X-ray source predict a finite polarization of order a few percent, due
to thermal gradients in the source (Emslie and Brown, 1980). The thermal
component, with its rather low polarization, tends to dominate the emission
from all flares at energies below about 25 keV.

All these theoretical predictions, while clearly testable, could be criti-
cized on the grounds that the modeling assumptions they contain may be
oversimplistic. For example, each model to date assumes a single, simple
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magnetic field structure about which the emitting electrons spiral. It could
be argued that any real flare, particularly one sufficiently large to produce
a signal of sufficient strength to enable a polarization measurement, will
in all probability contain a mix of structures that would average out any
polarization signal present. However, hard X-ray imaging observations in
the impulsive phase generally show a fairly simple geometry, consisting of
two footpoint sources and perhaps a loop-top source (e.g., Masuda et al.,
1995; Sakao et al., 1992). These observations suggest that simple magnetic
structures are responsible for the energetic emissions and give support to
the possibility that a statistically significant polarization signal could be
produced in a large event.

As noted in Section 3, and in other places throughout this chapter, a
substantial fraction of the observed hard X-ray flux is backscattered from
the solar photosphere, so-called photospheric albedo. The precise magnitude
of this backscattered fraction depends, in part, on the polarization of the
primary flux. Further, the reflected component will influence the degree of
polarization of the total observed flux, since backscattering will tend to
introduce polarization fractions of a few percent at energies below 100 keV
(e.g., Bai and Ramaty, 1978; Langer and Petrosian, 1977). Direct imaging
of this albedo patch would place a constraint on the contribution of such
backscattered photons to the primary signal. Hudson et al. (2003) have also
suggested that Compton scattering in the corona may lead to measurable
polarization effects. Clearly, a simultaneous hard X-ray imaging capabil-
ity (such as that provided by RHESSI) represents a major advantage for
interpretation of a hard X-ray polarization measurement.

5.5.2. History of Observations
The history of observations of hard X-ray polarization from solar flares is a
fascinating subject in its own. The first measurements of X-ray polarization
from solar flares (at energies of ∼15 keV) were made by Soviet experimenters
using polarimeters aboard the Intercosmos satellites. Their polarimeters
were made of a hexagonal Be-scatterer surrounded by six counters located in
front of the Be-prism faces. Later versions of the instrument were mounted
on a turnable drum to reduce systematical errors. In their initial study, Tindo
et al. (1970) reported an average polarization for three three X-ray flares of
P = 40% (±20%): 1969-10-20 at 10:50UT (GOES C9), 1969-10-23 05:15UT,
and 1969-10-30 09:30UT (GOES M7.3) This study was followed by an analy-
sis of two flares: October 24, 5:41UT (GOES M6.4) and November 5 3:21UT
(GOES X2.3) of 1970 (Tindo et al., 1972a,b) that showed polarizations of
approximately 20% during the hard impulsive phase. These reports were met
with considerable skepticism, on the grounds that they did not adequately
allow for proper detector cross-calibration and had limited photon statistics
(Brown et al., 1974). Subsequent observations with an instrument on the
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OSO-7 satellite seemed to confirm the existence and magnitudes of the po-
larizations (∼10%), but these data were compromised by in-flight gain shifts
(Nakada et al., 1974). In a later study using a polarimeter on Intercosmos 11,
Tindo et al. (1976) measured polarizations of only a few percent at ∼15 keV
for two flares in July 1974. This small but finite polarization is consistent
with the predictions for purely thermal emission that contains an admixture
of polarized backscattered radiation (Bai and Ramaty, 1978).

A decade later a new polarimeter, designed to measure in the energy
range from 5 keV to 20 keV (with about 1.5 keV energy resolution), was
flown on the Space Shuttle Columbia (Tramiel et al., 1984). This design was
based on metallic Li scattering elements surrounded by gas-proportional
counters. Contamination of the Li scattering elements invalidated the pre-
flight instrument calibration. An in-flight calibration was performed using
two flares near the center of the Sun, under the assumption of null polar-
ization. The upper limits to the polarization derived from this calibration
for 6 flares (C and M-classes) were in the range from 2.5% and 12.7% (99%
confidence).

Recent measurements at energies below 100 keV have been performed
with the SPR-N instrument on the Coronas-F satellite (Zhitnik et al., 2006).
The SPR-N instrument included a solar X-ray radiation monitor and a po-
larimeter capable of detecting signals in the energy ranges of 20–40, 40–60
and 60–100 keV. The polarization detector consisted of a hexahedral Be-
scatterer and three pairs of CsI(Na) scintillation detectors located on the
faces of the Be prism. With a total effective area ranging between ∼0.3
cm2 at 20 keV to ∼1.5 cm2 at 100 keV, it detected hard X-rays from more
than 90 flares between 2001 and 2005. From a sample of 25 solar flares, one
could determine the upper limits of the polarization degree from 8 to 40%
(3σ). Only for the single case of the flare on 2003 October 29 (GOES X10),
located near the Sun center, was a significant polarization level measured:
its value increased from 50% (20–40 keV) to greater than 70% (60–100
keV). Although the same flare was observed by RHESSI, an independent
polarization analysis was not possible because RHESSI was travelling in a
region of high magnetic latitude and was experiencing a high level of charged
particle events (Suarez-Garcia et al., 2006).

5.5.3. RHESSI Polarization Measurements
RHESSI satellite enables polarization measurements in a wide range of en-
ergies from 20 keV to 1 MeV. Its detection system of 9 cylindrical coaxial
germanium detectors (Smith et al., 2002), coupled with a satellite rota-
tion every 4 seconds, strongly reduces systematic effects in the polarization
measurements. However, the RHESSI design is not optimized for studies of
polarization and its small effective area for this kind of study, together with
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the high background contribution, have led to measurements with limited
statistical significance.

For the energy range between 20 keV and 100 keV, polarization can be
measured using the photons that are scattered into rear segments of Ge
detectors by a (passive) Be scattering block that is placed between four of
the germanium detectors within RHESSI’s spectrometer array (McConnell
et al., 2002). At energies above ∼ 100 keV, polarization measurements are
performed using the so-called “coincidence mode”: photons that Compton
scatter from one Ge detector to another are identified by a suitable coinci-
dence timing window. In this way one detector plays the role of an active
scattering element, significantly reducing the background level.

McConnell et al. (2003) reported on a measurement of polarization cov-
ering the energy range from 20 keV up to 100 keV performed with the Be
scattering block. The initial results from an analysis of the 2002 July 23
(GOES X4.3) event showed evidence for polarization at a level of 15%
±4%. The measured polarization angle (as measured counterclockwise from
solar west) was Ψ = 79o (±5o), implying that the polarization vector is
inclined ∼64o with respect to the radial direction at the flare site. While
the magnitude of the observed polarization is broadly consistent with the
prediction of solar flare models which invoke the precipitation of a nonther-
mal electron beam into a dense chromospheric target, the orientation of the
polarization vector is somewhat surprising. Emslie et al. (2008) suggest that
the orientation of the polarization vector in this case could be explained
by a tilt of the flaring loop with respect to the local vertical. Such a tilt
is also consistent with gamma-ray line observations for this flare (Smith
et al., 2003). Unfortunately, recent analysis of these data (McConnell et al.,
2007) suggests that at least a part of the reported signal may be a result of
systematic effects in the data analysis, underscoring the difficulty of making
reliable polarization measurements.

Using the RHESSI coincidence mode, two results have been recently
published for energies above 100 keV. The first one (see figure 21) describes
the polarization measurements of two X-class solar flares, one located close
to the solar limb and the other close to the center of the disk (Boggs
et al., 2006). The energy selected was between 200 keV and 1 MeV. The
polarization degrees found were 21% ± 10% and -11% ± 5% in 1σ respec-
tively. Assuming that the measured polarization was significant in each case,
they measured a radial polarization direction for the flare close to the solar
center, and an azimuthal direction for the flare near the limb. The levels of
polarization, as well as their directions, are consistent with beamed electron
distribution models (Bai and Ramaty, 1978) and contrary to the results using
albedo method (Kontar and Brown, 2006b; Kašparová et al., 2007), however
the level of inconsistency with more isotropic distributions is rather weak.
Given that a report of GRB polarization by this same team has been met
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Figure 21. Solar flare polarization data from Boggs et al. (2006) for photon energies
between 200 keV and 1 MeV. The best fit curve is shown as a solid line. The case for 100%
polarization is shown as a dotted line. The measured polarization for the 2002 July 23
(X4.3) flare is 21% ± 9%. The measured polarization for the 28 October 2003 (X17) flare
is -11% ± 5%.

with considerable skepticism in the literature, one might also question these
flare results. It should be noted, however, that the flare analysis differed
significantly from the GRB analysis and has not been contested in the
literature.

The second study (see figure 22) applies the coincidence method to the
impulsive phase of seven solar flares in the 100 keV to 350 keV energy range
(Suarez-Garcia et al., 2006). The flare sample consisted of six X-class (from
X1.4 to X8.4) flares and one M7.0-class flare located either on the limb or in
the outer part of the solar disc. Values for the polarization degree were found
in the range between Values for the polarization degree were 2% and 54%.
The lowest degree of polarization obtained was found to be fully compatible
with a 0% polarization measurement. The highest degree of polarization,
which was the most statistically significant of the seven results obtained,
was found to be 2.6 sigma away from 0. The angles of polarization Ψ were
distributed between 35◦ and 85◦ independent of the flare location, contrary
to both the results mentioned in Boggs et al. (2006), and to the expectation
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Figure 22. Solar flare polarization data from Suarez-Garcia et al. (2006) for photon ener-
gies between 100 and 350 keV. The best fit curve is shown as a solid line. The best case
for polarization is from the flare of 19 January 2005 (X1.4), where a polarization value of
54% ±21% was measured.
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Figure 23. Results on the absolute value of the degree of hard X-ray polarization above
100 keV achieved with RHESSI (1σ errors). The diamonds and the filled circles correspond
to two independent measurements (see text for references). From low to high flare class
(left to right) the flares represented are: 2005 August 25 (M7.0), 2005 January 19 (X1.4),
2004 November 10 (X2.6), 2005 January 17 (X3.8), 2002 July 23 (X4.3)(two measure-
ments), 2005 January 20 (X7.1), 2003 November 2 (X8.3), and 2003 October 28 (X17).
None of these results are significant at a level of greater than 3σ, suggesting that higher
quality data are still needed.

based on simple geometrical modelling. Additional attempts to correlate
various parameters (e.g., polarization level, polarization angle, heliocentric
angle, footpoint orientation, flare intensity) were also inconclusive. The re-
sults were compared with the theoretical predictions from (Bai and Ramaty,
1978) and (Leach and Petrosian, 1983) and with the 0% polarization hypoth-
esis. The χ2 analysis allowed only for rejection (90% of confidence) of one of
the models from (Leach and Petrosian, 1983). In this model, predicting very
high polarization values up to 85%, the magnetic field strength is constant
along the loop and the electrons spiral at pitch angles close to 90◦. Due to
the statistical uncertainties, for the rest of the models the χ2 values were
very close to unity, making it impossible to distinguish between them. The
polarization amplitudes measured by both Boggs et al. (2006) and Suarez-
Garcia et al. (2006) are combined in figure 23 with diamonds and filled
circles respectively.

The results to date do not yet provide unambiguous evidence for solar
flare polarization at hard X-ray energies. It is clear, however, that such data
would constitute a unique probe into the electron acceleration process in
solar flares, providing new constraints on theoretical models and allowing
for more detailed studies of the acceleration processes and geometries.
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6. ELECTRON SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

Hard X-ray imaging spectroscopy is a powerful tool with which to explore the
underlying physics of particle acceleration and transport in solar flares, and
has been a central component of the RHESSI concept since its beginnings.

6.1. Early Results

In its most basic form, imaging spectroscopy involves simply constructing
and comparing two-dimensional (count) maps of the source for different
energy bands. The earliest imaging of solar hard X-ray sources was carried
out using the Hard X-Ray Imaging Spectrometer (HXIS) (van Beek et al.,
1980) on the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite. This instrument
provided imaging information between 3.5 and 30 keV though the use of
an array of subcollimator tubes; it had an angular resolution of 8 arcsec
over a 160 arcsec field of view, and 32 arcsec over a wider, 444 arcsec field.
Hoyng et al. (1981a) showed that the hard X-ray emission in the GOES
M4 flare of 1980 April 7 was located “in two patches;” the patch with the
harder spectrum “coincided with the brightest Hα emission.” On the other
hand, in the GOES M4 flare of 1980 April 10 the hard X-ray emission was
“concentrated in a looplike structure, with the softer spectrum at the top
of the loop and the harder spectrum in the legs, thus indicating preference
for the thick-target model of hard X-ray production.” Hoyng et al. (1981b)
studied the hard X-ray emission from a large two-ribbon flare on 1980 May 21
(X1) and concluded that the higher energy (16 – 30 keV) emission originated
in “separate locations of ∼ 8 arcsec width, coinciding in position with Hα
flare kernels,” while the softer (3.5 – 8 keV) emission originated from a
“broader region in between.”

Treating these observations as evidence for a hot coronal region (Krucker
et al., 2008; Tomczak, 2009) produced by the primary energy release process,
and electron precipitation from this primary acceleration region into the
dense chromosphere, Machado et al. (1982) studied the energetics of the 1980
April 10 (M4) flare and concluded that “only a fraction of the total flare
energy” was present in the accelerated electrons. Duijveman et al. (1982)
continued study of this event, in addition to those of 1980 May 21 (X1),
and 1980 November 5 (M4) . By comparing the energy in the accelerated
electrons with an estimate of the thermal conductive flux out of the hot
coronal acceleration region, they concluded that “a large fraction of the
dissipated flare power has to go into electron acceleration.”

The Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT) instrument (Takakura et al., 1983) on
the Hinotori satellite used the rotating modulation collimator (RMC) tech-
nique with two pairs of rotating grids to make hard X-ray images (Oda
et al., 1976); the FWHM angular resolution was ∼ 30 arcsec. Tsuneta et al.
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(1983) and Tsuneta et al. (1984) report observations of a near-limb X1.5
flare on 1981 May 15 , which exhibited a diffuse hard X-ray source situated
some 40,000 km above the photosphere. Takakura et al. (1986) report that
the hard X-ray (20-40 keV range) image for the impulsive component is
an extended source elongated along the solar limb with a source height of
7,000 km for 1982-02-22 04:44UT (M2.7) flare. Tsuneta et al. (1983) also
report imaging hard X-ray observations of an M5.5 flare on 1981 July 20 for
which “each hard X-ray source in the initial phase coincides with each Hα
bright region,” further evidence for a thick-target interpretation of the hard
X-ray emission at such energies.

In contrast to the Rotating Modulation Collimator (RMC) technique used
by Hinotori and RHESSI, the Hard X-ray Telescope (HXT) instrument on
Yohkoh (Kosugi et al., 1991) used information from 64 pairs of occultation
grids; each pair of grids yields a single Fourier component of the source.
The FWHM resolution achievable was ∼ 8 arcsec. Matsushita et al. (1992),
using observations of about a hundred flares observed with the Yohkoh HXT,
reported that, on average, the hard X-ray source height “decreased with
increasing X-ray energy,” consistent with the deeper penetration of higher-
energy electrons (e.g., Brown and McClymont, 1975; Emslie, 1978, 1981).
With nine RMC components, an angular resolution down to ∼ 2 arcsec, and
high spectral resolution, the information available from RHESSI (Lin et al.,
2002) is far superior for imaging spectroscopy studies.

6.2. Imaging Spectroscopy with RHESSI

One of the earliest results using RHESSI imaging spectroscopy data was by
Aschwanden et al. (2002), (see also Krucker and Lin (2002)), who carried
out the hard X-ray source height as a function of energy, improving the
previous statistical analysis (Matsushita et al., 1992). With the superior data
available from RHESSI, Aschwanden et al. (2002) were able to determine
accurate source locations as a function of photon energy for a single event on
2002 February 20 (C7.5) [rather than a statistical average for an ensemble of
events used by Matsushita et al. (1992)]. This was done by determining the
centroid location of a circular Gaussian forward-fit to each of the two clearly
resolved footpoints in this event. Then, using thick-target modelling of the
expected centroid location vs. photon energy in a plane-parallel-stratified
atmosphere model (Brown et al., 2002; Mrozek, 2006; Kontar et al., 2008b),
they were able to deduce a density vs. height structure for the atmosphere
that was consistent with empirical models of flaring atmosphere density.

As mentioned at the outset of this section, imaging spectroscopy is in
principle straightforwardly accomplished by constructing two-dimensional
maps of the source at different energies (e.g. Krucker and Lin, 2002; Saint-
Hilaire and Benz, 2002; Sui et al., 2002; Emslie et al., 2003; Ji et al., 2004;
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Alexander and Coyner, 2006; Jin and Ding, 2007; Alexander and Daou,
2007; Liu et al., 2008; Dennis and Pernak, 2009; Prato et al., 2009; Shao
and Huang, 2009; Petrosian and Chen, 2010). These maps are produced
by applying image processing algorithms (e.g., back projection, CLEAN,
Maximum Entropy, Pixon, see Hurford et al., 2002, for details) to the tem-
porally modulated fluxes from each of RHESSI’s detectors, in which spatial
information on the source is encoded. Then,“interesting” regions in the field
of view are selected and the intensity in such regions is determined in the
map corresponding to each energy range. There results from this a set of
intensity-versus-energy profiles, i.e., a count spectrum, for each feature.
Using knowledge of the instrument response permits photon spectra for
each feature to be determined. Finally, the corresponding spatially resolved
electron spectra are constructed through forward fitting or by applying reg-
ularized spectral inversion methods (e.g., Brown et al., 2006) to the spatially
resolved photon spectra. Analysis of the variation of the electron spectrum
throughout the target is a powerful diagnostic of the physical processes
affecting the bremsstrahlung-producing electrons (see Emslie et al., 2001).

Emslie et al. (2003) performed such a “stacked-image-in-different energy-
bands” imaging spectroscopy analysis of the large (X4.3) 2002 July 23 solar
flare. They identified four “interesting” features in the images (Figure 24)
and constructed a count spectrum for each (Figure 25). They identified one
of these features as a “coronal” source, and showed that its spectrum was
consistent with a thermal source at a temperature of order 45 × 106 K.
The spectra of the other three sources were more power-law like in form.
This, plus their location near the lower altitudes in the flaring structure, led
Emslie et al. (2003) to identify these features as chromospheric footpoints.

Interestingly, the spectra of two of these footpoints (labeled “North” and
“South” in Figure 24), while significantly different and varying with time,
maintained a relatively constant difference throughout the event. Emslie
et al. (2003) interpreted the similar time variation to a magnetic coupling of
the two footpoints, and the systematic difference in spectral indices as due
to differential spectral hardening associated with an asymmetric location of
the electron acceleration region. From the magnitude (∼ 0.3) of the spectral
index difference, they obtained an estimate of the differential column density
between the acceleration region and each of the footpoints. More recently,
however, Saint-Hilaire et al. (2008), in a statistical study of some 50 events,
have pointed out that such a large intervening column density should in
general (but, somewhat ironically, not necessarily in the 2002 July 23 event)
produce more emission in the legs of the loop than was observed by RHESSI;
they conclude that electron precipitation in asymmetric magnetic field ge-
ometries is a more reasonable explanation for the observed footpoint spectral
differences.
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Figure 24. Top panel: time profile for event. Lower panels: Images of the 2002 July 23
event in different count energy channels, for time interval 3 of the event (cf. flux profile in
top panel). The four main regions in the event are labelled. Since this event was located
near the East limb, structures to the left are higher in the atmosphere (after Emslie et al.,
2003).

While the above imaging spectroscopy technique appears relatively straight-
forward to implement, there are a number of difficulties that warrant some
commentary. First, for large events, pulse pileup (Datlowe, 1976b,a; Smith
et al., 2002) is an issue. Pairs of low energy photons, arriving nearly simul-
taneously are detected as a single energy count. Since the modulation of
such counts corresponds to the low energy source, an image made at the
higher energy returns a ”ghost” image of the low energy source. Second, the
dynamic range of RHESSI is such that features containing a few percent
of the total flux cannot be reliably imaged, so that spectral information in
the relevant energy ranges is not reliably recovered. For example, in Emslie
et al. (2003) analysis of the 2002 July 23 event, the spectrum of the “coronal”
source was determined only at energies / 40 keV, while the spectrum of the
footpoints was determined only at energies ' 30 keV. Only in the relatively
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Figure 25. Spectra for each of the features identified in Figure 24. For each time interval,
the “coronal” source is well-fit to a thermal spectrum with the temperatures shown, and
the “footpoint” sources are well-fit by power laws with the spectral indices shown. The
spectral indices of the various footpoints vary with time; however, the spectral index
difference between the “North” and “South” footpoints is relatively constant with time
(after Emslie et al., 2003).

narrow energy range from 30 ∼ 40 keV could the spectrum of all the features
in the source be obtained.

6.3. Visibilities and Imaging Spectroscopy

It is important to realize that, because of the RMC technique used by
RHESSI, spatial information is encoded in the RHESSI data in a distinctive
way, namely in rapid time variations of the detected counts in each of the
RHESSI subcollimators. Schmahl et al. (2007) have developed a technique in
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which the observed temporal modulations produced are interpreted in terms
of a set of visibilities (calibrated measurements of specific spatial Fourier
components of the source distribution). As with image reconstruction in
radio interferometry, the set of visibilities thus determined can then be used
to infer the spatial properties of the X-ray source. It is important to note
(1) that visibilities are a “first-order” product of the RHESSI data, and (2)
that the data can be used to determine not only the values of the visibilities,
but also their quantitative uncertainties.

Xu et al. (2008) have analyzed a set of ten events, each of which exhibits
a rather simple, single-extended-source, geometry. They performed their
imaging spectroscopy analysis by assuming a parametric form of the source
structure (a seven-parameter curved elliptical Gaussian) and then forward
fit not to the actual images themselves, but rather to the corresponding
source visibilities. Because both the visibilities and their uncertainties were
determined quantitatively, they were able to deduce not only the best-fit
values of the source parameters, but also the uncertainties on the value
of each parameter. Kontar et al. (2008b) have such analysis with circular
gaussian fit (four parameters) of footpoints for 2004 January 6, ∼6:22UT
(M5.8) flare and have measured the sizes and heights of the hard X-ray
sources in a few energy ranges between 18 and 250 keV. The height variations
of footpoint emission with energy and the source size with height have been
found with an unprecedented vertical resolution of 150 km at chromospheric
heights of 400-1500 km (c.f. Brown et al., 2002; Aschwanden et al., 2002).
The interpretation of these findings in terms of electron transport models is
given by Holman et al. (2010).

One of the major goals of hard X-ray imaging spectroscopy is the deter-
mination not just of the source structure as a function of photon (or count)
energy, and hence the variation of the hard X-ray spectrum throughout the
source, but rather of the variation of the corresponding electron spectrum
throughout the source. It is the spectral variation of this electron spectrum
that provides the key insight into the physics of electron acceleration and
propagation in solar flares.

Recognizing this, Piana et al. (2007) introduced a new approach to imag-
ing spectroscopy which is optimized to the distinctive way in which spatial
information is encoded in the RHESSI data. Although it is possible to use
the count visibilities determined rather straightforwardly from the raw data
to construct count images and then proceed to do imaging spectroscopy
analysis in the “stacked image” manner described above, Piana et al. (2007)
point out that such “traditional” imaging algorithms are completely ineffec-
tive in smoothing in energy direction, with the result that recovered images
corresponding to adjacent energy bins can exhibit substantial differences.
Further, RHESSI’s Fourier-component approach to imaging detects “pat-
terns” of emission, rather then information in a “pixel-by-pixel” format, so
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Figure 26. Construction of electron flux images from measured visibilities. Panel (a) shows
the “traditional” approach to image reconstruction, in which the visibility information in
count space from each of RHESSI’s nine detectors is used to construct an image based on
hard X-ray counts. Note that there is no imposition of energy smoothing in this process:
images in adjacent count energy channels (qi ± ∆qi) can exhibit significant differences
due to count statistics. These differences would be further magnified if the count-based
images were inverted to yield electron images. Panel (b) shows the innovative approach
of Piana et al. (2007), in which the energy spectrum for each count visibility (left panel)
is subjected to a regularized inversion procedure (see, e.g., Piana et al. (2003)) to yield
the corresponding (smooth) electron spectrum for each visibility. Once all the electron
visibilities have been determined (right panel), they can be used to yield electron images
using the same image reconstruction algorithms as used to produce count-based images
(Panel (c)). These electron flux images are, by construction, necessarily smooth across
electron energy ranges (Ej ±∆Ej), and so more amenable to further analysis.
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that analysis of a particular sub-region of a source is affected by the signal
(and noise) contained in all other features in the source. Piana et al. (2007)
therefore argue that imaging spectroscopy analysis using RHESSI data is
best accomplished through conversion of the temporal modulations in terms
of count visibilities and subsequent analysis of these count visibilities to
obtain information on the electron spectrum in the spatial frequency (rather
than spatial) domain. This leads to a set of electron visibilities, which contain
all the information on the variation of the electron spectrum throughout the
source (albeit as a function of spatial frequency, rather than position). If
desired, such electron visibilities can then be used to construct electron flux
maps using the same algorithms used to convert count visibilities into count
maps.

Figure 26 illustrates the essence of this procedure. Visibilities in count
space are used to determine the corresponding set of electron visibilities
using Tikhonov regularization technique (Tikhonov, 1963) previously used
(e.g., Piana et al., 2003) to ascertain spatially-integrated electron spectra
F (E) from observations of spatially-integrated count (or photon) spectra
I(ε) (see Section 4.2). Applied to visibilities, the Tikhonov regularization
method permits the determination of information on electron fluxes at ener-
gies above the maximum count energy observed (Kontar et al., 2004). More
importantly, it forces smoothness in the inferred electron visibility spectra at
each point in the spatial frequency domain and so enhances real features that
persist over a relatively wide energy band, while suppressing noise-related
features that show up only over a narrow range of energies. The combination
of visibility data and the Tikhonov regularization methodology allows the
derivation of the most robust information on the spatial structure of the
electron flux spectrum image, the key quantity of physical interest.

Piana et al. (2007) have illustrated the power of the electron visibil-
ity method by applying it to data obtained near the peak of the C7.5
flare of 2002 February 20 (11:06:02 - 11:06:34 UT). Using visibilities from
RHESSI RMCs 3 through 9, corresponding to spatial resolutions from ∼ 7”
to ∼ 183”, they construct the amplitude and phase of the count visibilities
V (u, v; q) (counts cm−2 s−1 keV−1) as a function of Fourier components
(u, v) and count energy q. They then apply the Tikhonov inversion algorithm
to construct the corresponding set of electron visibilities W (u, v;E). By
construction, these electron visibilities vary smoothly with electron energy
E.

Figure 27 shows electron flux images for the illustrative February 20, 2002
event. They show evidence for two footpoints, connected by a “strand” of
coronal flux. Because of the inherent smoothness demanded by the regular-
ized algorithm used to construct electron visibilities from count visibilities,
the electron flux images vary smoothly with energy. As pointed out by Piana
et al. (2007), this contrasts markedly with the behavior in the count images,
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Figure 27. Electron flux spectral images corresponding to the regularized electron flux
spectral visibilities, obtained through application of Bong et al.’s (2006) MEM-NJIT
algorithm. (After Piana et al. (2007).)

for which the image in each energy range is independent, so that statistical
fluctuations, including those in sidelobes from neighboring features, result in
a set of images that do not vary smoothly with energy. Inversion of the count
spectra obtained from such images leads to amplification of such noise and
electron spectra that exhibit large (and most probably) unphysical features.

Three different spatial subregions in the source are highlighted in Fig-
ure 28. Two of these regions correspond to the footpoint sources visible at
higher energies and the other one to similarly-sized regions located approx-
imately midway between the two footpoints. The lower panel of Figure 28
shows the areally-averaged7 electron flux spectra (electrons cm−2 s−1 keV−1 arcsec−2),
for each of these three subregions. These spectra are sufficiently smooth
that significant conclusions regarding the variation of the electron spectrum
throughout the source can be made.

7 To get the total count spectrum for each region [counts cm−2 s−1 keV−1], simply
multiply the areally-averaged spectrum by the area of that region, viz. 14.4 × 14.4 =
207.36 arcsec2 (Footpoint 1), 22.8 × 9 = 205.2 arcsec2 (Middle), and 14.4 × 14.4 =
207.36 arcsec2 (Footpoint 2), respectively.
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Figure 28. Top panels: Electron images in the energy ranges 22−26 keV and 42−46 keV,
respectively. Three sub-regions of interest are labelled on each image. Two of these corre-
spond to bright footpoint-like sources and one to a region midway between the footpoints.
Bottom panel: Areally-averaged electron flux spectra (electrons cm−2 s−1 keV−1 arcsec−2)
for each of the three subregions shown (after Piana et al., 2007).

7. SUMMARY

7.1. Hard X-Ray emission processes

With the launch of RHESSI, not only have new types of hard X-ray data
analysis become possible but also the in-depth study of X-ray producing
processes has been triggered (Section 2). The roles of both electron-ion
and electron-electron bremsstrahlung, free-bound electron-ion emission, and
Compton backscatter of primary photons, have been highly scrutinized in
view of the unprecedented quality of the RHESSI data. Examples include:

• As pointed out in Section 2.3, pure electron-ion bremsstrahlung spectra
has a spectral index γ ' δ + 1, for pure electron-electron bremsstrahlung
the resulting X-ray spectrum has a significantly shallower photon spectrum,
with γ ' δ. Hence the importance of the electron-electron bremsstrahlung
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contribution increases with photon energy and the enhanced emission per
electron leads to a flattening of the photon spectrum I(ε) produced by a
given F (E), or, equivalently, a steepening of the F (E) form required to
produce a given I(ε).

• The recent work on the importance of long-neglected free-bound emis-
sion by energetic electrons (Section 2.2), with its emphasis on emission due
to electron capture onto various ionization states of various elements, neces-
sitates further work on the ionization structure of the solar atmosphere and
its time dependence during flares.

• The solar atmosphere above an X-ray emitting region can be safely
treated as an optically thin medium whereas the lower levels of the at-
mosphere are optically thick for X-rays. X-rays at energies below 11 keV
are mostly photoelectrically absorbed in the photosphere, while Compton
scattering dominate at the energies above. As a result, X-rays emitted down-
wards can be Compton back-scattered toward the observer; as discussed in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2, they play a major role in the spectral and imaging
characteristics of the emission.

7.2. Electron source spectrum

The spatially-integrated photon spectrum is a key source of information
about the mean electron flux spectrum in solar flares. High energy reso-
lution data from RHESSI have permitted, for the first time, not only the
extraction of basic parameters through forward-fitting the observed spectra
(Section 4.1), but have also permitted the first reliable model-independent
inversion of observed spectra (Section 4.2). Although the general form of a
large number of nonthermal flare spectra can be adequately approximated by
an isothermal Maxwellian for the low-energy component (Section 4.6), plus a
broken power-law for the high-energy component, RHESSI data have clearly
demonstrated a wealth of features beyond such simple parametric models:
the presence of high energy and low-energy cutoffs (Sections 4.3 and 4.5),
spectral breaks (Section 4.4), and the presence of albedo component leading
to “dips” in the mean electron spectrum (Section 4.2). The inclusion of
isotropic albedo correction removes the need for low energy cutoffs and if
low energy cutoffs exist in the mean electron spectrum they should be below
∼12 keV (Sections 3.1 and 4.5).

7.3. Anisotropy

Electron-ion bremsstrahlung emission cross-section is generally anisotropic,
with a dipole-like diagram at low energies (Section 5). The anisotropy or an-
gular distribution of X-ray emitting electrons can be measured in a number
of different ways and various possibilities have been employed with RHESSI
data. The (parameter-free) regularized electron flux spectra reconstructed
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by assuming a parameterized form of the electron angular distribution high-
light the need to consider anisotropy in determining the true shape of the
electron flux spectrum (Section 5.4). A statistical study of center-to-limb
variations in the 15-50 keV energy range have shown that an anisotropy
factor α, or the ratio of downward and upward directed fluxes, for hard
X-ray emission that lies outside the range [0.2, 5] can be rejected with 99%
confidence (Section 5.3).

The albedo portion of the observed spectrum can be rather effectively
used to infer simultaneously the mean electron flux in two directions (Sec-
tion 5.4). The reconstructions of the mean electron spectra in the downward
and upward directions suggest that X-ray emitting electrons need not be
significantly anisotropic in a broad range of energies from tens of keV to
about 200 keV. This imposes significant challenges to solar flare models
based on collisional transport, see (Fletcher et al., 2010) and (Holman et al.,
2010) for details.

RHESSI has been used to attempt polarization measurements in two
different energy bands using two different scattering processes. The results
are, however, of limited statistical significance. If real, they would suggest
that X-ray polarization above 50 keV is significant (with values up to 50%
or more) and that high quality polarization measurements would provide
significant constraints on particle acceleration models (Section 5.5). The
RHESSI design is not optimized for studies of polarization, and attempts
to measure it have been hampered by the small effective area and the high
background contribution. Future progress will require a polarimetric instru-
ment able to measure polarization with errors on the level of 1 to 2%. Such
measurements would allow detailed studies of the electron beaming, quanti-
fying its magnitude, and placing significant constraints on the acceleration
geometry.

7.4. Spatial variation of electron flux

Imaging spectroscopy results (Section 6) from RHESSI have (not surpris-
ingly) revealed that the hard X-ray emission from solar flares is far from
homogeneous: the centroid of high energy emission moves downward with
higher energy, presumably due to the increased penetration of higher en-
ergy electrons, coronal sources have radically different spectra than chromo-
spheric footpoints, and even systematic differences exist between different
footpoint sources in the same event.

Since RHESSI provides spatial information on detected hard X-ray emis-
sion through a (Fourier-transform-based) Rotating Modulation Collimator
technique, it follows that the highest-fidelity spatial information is contained
in the finite number of Fourier components (“visibilities”) sampled. Both
forward-fit and inversion techniques have been applied to RHESSI imaging
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spectroscopy data, with very positive results, including the first empirical
estimates of the density and volume of the electron acceleration region, and
the recovery of electron flux maps that, by construction, vary smoothly with
energy and so provide valuable information on the variation of the emitting
electron spectrum throughout the flare source.
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Footpoint sizes, 58
X-ray visibilities, 58

2004-11-10 X2.6
X-ray polarization, 52

2005-01-17 X3.8
electron energy spectrum, 32
electron spectrum, 32
electron-electron bremsstrahlung, 32
photon spectrum, 32
X-ray polarization, 52

2005-01-19 X1.4
X-ray polarization, 51, 52

2005-01-20 X7.1
X-ray polarization, 52

2005-08-25 M7.0
X-ray polarization, 52

Footpoints, 54–57, 60–62, 64
heights, 54, 55
sizes, 55
spectrum, 55

Forward fitting, 23
Free-bound radiation, 5, 9, 23
Free-free radiation, 6

Gamma-ray lines, 32, 49

Hard X-Ray Imaging Spectrometer, 53
Hinotori

rotating modulation collimator, 53
Soft X-ray Telescope, 53

Imaging algorithms
back projection, 18, 55
CLEAN, 55
maximum entropy, 55
pixon, 55

Integral equations
ill-posed nature of, 36

Intensity
photon, 4

Intercosmos, 48
Inverse problem, 27, 45

constraints, 27
forward fit, 27
ill-posedness, 27

Inversion algorithms, 34
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Landweber method, 37
Tikhonov regularization, 28, 29, 45, 60

first order, 28, 29
zero order, 28, 29

variable binning, 29

Laplace transform
thermal bremsstrahlung emission, 36

Low-energy cutoff, 5, 13, 25, 26, 33–35

Mean electron flux, 7, 24, 25, 27, 28, 33,
34

Nonthermal electrons, 23, 25, 33, 36, 46,
49

Nuclear gamma-line radiation, 5

Optically thin source, 4
OSO-7, 48

Photon flux spectrum, 4, 24, 27, 42
observed, 15
primary, 15

Photospheric albedo, 5, 6, 9, 13, 15, 17,
26, 27, 34, 42, 43, 47, 64

Polarization, 4, 38, 46–49
primary flux, 47

Power-law component, 33
double, 27
single, 25

Power-law spectrum, 11
Pulse pileup, 22, 29, 56

spectroscopy, 29

RHESSI
Be-scatterer, 49
dynamic range, 56
germanium detectors, 48, 49
imaging spectroscopy, 53
maximum entropy, 21
pulse pileup, 29, 56
Rotating Modulation Collimators (RMCs),

18
spectroscopy, 13
subcollimators (SC), 21

Satellite
Coronas-F, 48
Hinotori, 53
Intercosmos, 48
ISEE-3, 39
OSO-7, 48

PVO, 39
Solar Maximum Mission, 53
Yohkoh, 33, 54

Solar Maximum Mission, 53
Gamma-Ray Spectrometer, 39
subcollimator tubes, 53

Space Shuttle Columbia
polarimeter, 48

Spectral break, 25–27, 31–33
Spectral index

electron, 13, 62
photon, 32, 42–44, 55, 62

Synchrotron emission, 6

Thermal emission, 33, 48
Thick-target model, 25, 34

Visibilities
count, 58
electron, 19–22, 58–60
X-ray, 60, 61

X-ray
albedo, 5, 6, 13, 15, 17, 26, 27, 34, 43,

47, 64
anisotropy, 43
Coronal source, 46, 55, 57, 64
coronal source, 53
footpoints, 54–57, 60–62, 64
imaging spectroscopy, 53
inverse Compton scattering, 6
optical depth, 6
polarization, 4, 38, 46–49
spectral index, 57
visibilities, 19–22, 58–61

X-ray anisotropy, 38

Yohkoh, 33, 54
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